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Vol. 68 Issue 62 Tuesday, January 14,1986 
U.S. plans 
to isolate 
Khadafy 
NEW YORK (AP) -The Reagan administration 
has developed a six-point strategy to isolate 
Libyan leader Moammar Khadafy politically, 
militarily and economically, according to a pub- 
lished report. 
The goal of the program is to clear the way for a 
U.S. military strike should Khadafy provide cause 
for attack, Newsweek reported in its Jan. 20 issue. 
According to Newsweek, White House officials 
said the most likely outcome is that Khadafy will 
be goaded into an assault on Americans, giving 
the administration an opportunity to retaliate 
militarily. 
Some officials are keen for a fight but fear the 
Libyan leader will lay low for a while, the mag- 
azine said. The strategists believe that if they do 
not strike within the next six to nine months, they 
will miss the tide of public outrage against Libya 
for its purported backing of terrorism, according 
to the report. 
THESE ARE THE points that Newsweek said 
National Security Council official Donald Fortier 
put together to thwart Khadafy: 
• Put Khadafy on the spot internationally by 
creating a consensus at home and abroad that 
would allow implementation of the administration 
plan. 
• Keep pressing allies to take action against 
Libya. This could include interrupting military 
deals with France and Belgium if they continue 
the sales. 
• Use economic sanctions outlined by the presi- 
dent to complicate Libya's problems of selling its 
oil in a weak market. 
• Press ahead with a 4-year-old CIA program to 
identify, finance and encourage Khadafy's ene- 
mies, including these in his own military. 
• Curb alleged Libyan hit squads by calling on 
allies to be more vigilant in monitoriing Libyan 
diplomats, agents and diplomatic pouches. 
• Prepare for military action. 
Caged In 
Having the best seat in the house two-year-old Tyler Sharp sits on the shoulders of his father, Joe, 
during the Bowling Green Hockey game last Friday night. 
Student faces 
murder charge 
Vehicular homicide 
specified in Sipes death 
by Brian R. Ball 
staff reporter 
A University student was charged with aggra- 
vated vehicular homicide through a bill of Infor- 
mation filed by the Wood County Prosecutor's 
Office Friday, according to an assistant county 
prosecutor. 
Mark Messner, junior marketing major, was 
charged in connection with the death of Danny 
Sipes, a sophomore pre-law major from Marion, 
Messner was originally charged with driving 
under the influence of alcohol (DUI) in Bowling 
Green Municipal Court after allegedly hitting 
Sipes in the early hours of Saturday, December T. 
Sipes was crossing E. Wooster Street at S. College 
Drive. 
The DUI charge against Messner was dropped 
when Sipes died three days later in a Toledo 
hospital while a grand jury was scheduled to 
consider the case on Jan. 8. 
ALAN MAYBERRY. an assistant county pros- 
ecutor, said the bill of information bypasses the 
grand jury process with agreement from the 
defendent not to challenge the charge. 
Mayberry said he expects Messner to plead no 
contest to the charge since a guilty plea could be 
used against Messner in any civil suits stemming 
from the accident. 
Messner's attorney, John Cheetwood, could not 
be reached for comment. 
A sentence for aggravated vehicular homicide 
ranges from a minimum prison sentence of 1V4 
years to 5 years to a maximum sentence of 3 years 
to 5 years, Mayberry said. A maximum fine of 12,- 
500 and a 30-day to 3-year driver's license suspen- 
sion is also possible, he said. 
University records show Messner has with- 
drawn from classes for the spring semester. 
Town 'dead' while students vacation 
by Julie Fauble 
staff reporter 
On December 21, 1985, most 
University students were home 
for the holidays. So what was 
Bowling Green like? 
"It was dead," said Becky 
Heyman, food service manager 
at the union. 
She said that there were a lot 
of staff members, but no more 
than about 20 students at the 
union. 
The library was also quiet 
during the holidays, said Sher- 
rill Gray, acting coordinator of 
circulation services. Gray said 
only a few graduate students 
and faculty members roamed 
the aisles. 
The University Bookstore re- 
mained opened over break, but 
did not see too many customers 
until last week, director John 
Buckenmyer   said.    He   said 
bookstore employees used the 
time to prepare for the rush of 
students needing textbooks for 
the new sememster. 
Some businesses that cater 
specifically to students, such as 
Uptown/Downtown and J-T's 
carry-out, 'closed their doors 
during the break. 
Bill Gamble, general manager 
of Uptown/Downtown, said that 
when the students take their 
vacations, his staff takes a vaca- 
tion too. 
"When the students aren't 
here, as far as Uptown/Down- 
town is concerned, it (Bowling 
Green business) is zilch," he 
said. 
THE EMPLOYEES at J-T's 
and Jean's and Things also take 
a break when students do be- 
cause there is "nothing" going 
on, owner Jim Rood said. 
There are no students here, 
and we don't cater to towns- 
people. We cater to students," 
he said. 
Businesses that stayed open 
also felt the students absence. 
Dave Matthews, the day bar- 
tender at Howard's Club H, said 
that business went down almost 
one-third over the break. 
Roxanne Green, a salesclerk 
at Rogers Drugs, said that their 
business was slower than nor- 
mal. 
"We had the usual town traf- 
fic, but you can notice the dif- 
ference when the students are 
gone," she said. 
Larry Ryan, store manager of 
Uhlman's Department store, 
said that the students' absence 
affected business because the 
more people in the community, 
the better business will be. 
Ex-police chief 
dies of cancer 
Schall remembered for innovative 
law enforcement techniques 
Bowling Green's former po- 
lice chief died earlier this 
month after 31 years of serv- 
ice to the city. 
Colburn Schall, 80, who 
served 24 years on the Bowl- 
ing Green police force, died 
January 2 at Wood County 
Hospital from cancer. 
Schall began working for 
the city in 1951, working his 
way up the ranks to police 
chief in 1970. 
He retired from the police 
department in 1978 but re- 
mained working for the city 
as an administrative assis- 
tant in the street division of 
the public works department 
until his death. v    , 
Galen Ash, who took over 
as police chief upon Schall's 
retirement, said Schall will 
be remembered as being in- 
novative in his law enforce- 
ment techniques. 
In addition to being pro- 
Crive in his belief in educa- 
as a law enforcment tool, 
Ash said Schall developed an 
advanced cross-filing system 
for records during the early 
1960s. The system was 
adapted by several other po- 
lice departments during a 
period before computer re- 
cord keeping, he added. 
Ash joined the police de- 
partment as a patrolman in 
1960 when Schall was a ser- 
geant. Ash served as a lieu- 
tenant and as a captain while 
Schall was police chief. 
Schall was born on 
May 1,1925. 
The funeral arrangements 
were handled by Croll-Pei- 
nert Funeral Home in Tonto- 
gany. Services were held at 
the First United Methodist 
Church, 1506 E. Wooster. 
Schall was buried at Plain 
Township Cemetery last Mon- 
day. He is survived by his 
wile, Levona, of Bowling 
Green; sons, James and 
Craig, both of Bowling 
Green: daughter Karen Rad- 
ish, of Bowling Green; and 
mother Viola, of Bowling- 
Green. 
Library revamps 1st floor 
by Dave Harding 
staff reporter 
Students entering the Jerome 
Library may get a little diso- 
riented at first due to the reorga- 
nization of the reference section 
and the relocation of the alumni 
lounge. 
According to William Miller, 
acting dean of library and learn- 
ing resources, the reorganiza- 
tion was enacted to provide a 
more logical order to the refer- 
ence materials and to create a 
better study and research atmo- 
sphere. 
Miller said that indexes and 
materials were spread through- 
out the reference section to elim- 
inate confusion. All indexes 
were grouped together and 
moved to the left side of the 
reference area and materials 
were moved to the right side. 
Laurene Zaporozhetz, chair of 
information services, said an- 
other factor in the decision to 
reorganize was the difficulty in 
giving a user directions to where 
reference materials were lo- 
cated. 
To also help avoid confusion, 
all index materials in the refer- 
ence section have been grouped 
together at individual tables. 
''For instance, if a person is 
doing a sociology paper we can 
take them to table eight and all 
the sociology indexes will be 
there," Zaporozhetz said 
She added that many students 
relied solely on the Readers' 
Guide to Periodical Literature 
for their research and failed to 
explore all the resources avail- 
able to them. 
ANOTHER POSITIVE effect 
of re-arranging the reference 
section was to take full advan- 
tage of the open courtyards. ■*     Vlia      Initial     rnantinn     rt 
Eerson when they now enter the 
brary is how much brighter it 
is," Zaporozhetz said. "The ref- 
erence librarians wanted sung- 
lasses because the library is so 
bright." 
Another major change was the 
relocation of the Alumni Lounge 
from the center of the library to 
the courtyard near the Reserve 
Room. 
Zaporozhetz said the noise 
from the lounge would travel up 
the stairs, into the computer 
room and down the hall causing 
many students to complain that 
the library was too loud. 
"People expect a library to be 
quiet and ours wasn't," Zaporoz- 
hetz said. "The evenings and 
Sundays especially were like a 
zoo and moving the lounge 
should quiet things down." 
The future expansion of the 
typing room was another factor 
in the decision to relocate the 
Alumni Lounge. 
MILLER SAID the Parents' 
Club was funding the expansion 
and typewriters and other equip- 
ment would be added. 
The Popular Culture library 
has also undergone a change. 
Open browsing of resource 
materials has been eliminated 
to prevent the theft and mutila- 
tion of the resources, Miller 
said. 
"The Pop Culture material 
was getting severly damaged," 
Miller said. "For instance, we 
had to throw out a truckload of 
Playboy magazines because 
they were so mutilated." 
Miller added that pop culture 
resources would still be avail- 
able to students, but staff mem- 
bers would now retrieve the 
materials for them. 
Miller said the change may 
cause some initial confusion but 
that was only a natural reaction. 
U.S. acknowledges Iran's rights 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
United States acknowledged 
yesterday that Iran may have 
acted within traditional naval 
warfare roles in stopping and 
searching an American mer- 
chant ship near the Persian Gulf 
to determine if it was carrying 
arms for Iraq. 
A final judgment on how to 
respond to the incident was with- 
held unto the American ambas- 
sador to the United Arab 
Emirates completes his ques- 
tioning of the captain of the 
President Taylor, and other 
facts are assessed, State De- 
partment spokesman Bernard 
ft 
Kalbsaid. 
Kalb's statement seemed to 
represent an effort by the Rea- 
gan administration to avoid a 
flareup with the fundamenta- 
lism Moslem regime in Tehran, 
which is listedVthe depart- 
ment as a supporter of terror- 
ism. 
Asked what the United States 
intended to do about the inci- 
dent, Kalb said "we are evaluat- 
ing our options." He declined to 
elaborate. 
However, the spokesman did 
say in a statement that a bellig- 
erent nation traditionally has 
"certain rights." 
Editorial BG News/January 14,19812 
Fruitcakes - Nuts! 
The powers that be have done it again. Just when 
you think they've bought their last overpriced 
coffee maker or toilet seat, they find another way to 
misuse tax money. 
This time the culprit is excessive (and unneces- 
sary) military regulation - an 18-page volume ti- 
tled Military Specification MILF-1499F. The 
Pentagon report outlines baking tips for companies 
which produce fruitcakes for U.S. troops. 
The recipe, complete with charts ana references 
to other publications, instructs bakers to use nuts of 
the "latest crop" and shortening with the "stability 
of not less than 100 hours." The finished product is 
to "conform to inside contour of the can or can 
liner" with "no point on the top of the lid greater 
than 3/4-inch from the side of the can where the 
cake did not touch the lid during baking." 
It's obvious these instructions are more suitable 
for white-coated laboratory technicians than 
apron-sporting bakers. The Pentagon gave no con- 
sideration to the practicality of the report, let alone 
the practicality of shipping 12 tons of fruitcake to 
U.S. troops in Europe and the Pacific. 
Perhaps the time and thought would have been 
better spent taking a survey of U.S. troops sta- 
tioned around the globe to find out just how many of 
those who so bravely serve our country are brave 
enough to eat those canned holiday surprises. 
The Pentagon has once again illustrated an 
ability to create excessive contract regulations. 
These regulations inflate costs by forcing contrac- 
tors to set up committees to decipher the specifica- 
tions and requiring inspectors to enforce them. The 
same administration which has preached the vir- 
tues of deregulation has spawned a monster of 
complexity. 
It's obvious the people in the Pentagon have no 
respect for the luces of Julia Child and Betty 
Crocker who manage to create holiday treats 
without knowing whether or not the candied orange 
peels they use have been "thoroughly deragged and 
processed ... to not less than 72 percent soluble 
solids." 
Rules didn't work 
by Mike Mclntyre  
I usually take what intelligent 
teachers say as gospel. 
I respect educators because I 
know they are experts in their 
field. Besides, I'm a student, I'd 
better respect the teachers if 
I'm going to trust them to give 
me the knowledge I need to get a 
job. 
When I was in high school, I 
usually listened to what the tea- 
chers said. And I was especially 
attentive in drivers' education 
class because I couldn't wait to 
plant myself behind the wheel of 
my Dad's 1977 Chevy Nova. 
I wanted them to teach me 
well because I knew Dad would 
never let me use the car if I sped 
around like Mario Andretti and 
collected enough dents in *s car 
to land it in Fred Sanford's junk 
yard. 
So when the drivers' ed tea- 
cher told me to place my hands 
on the steering wheel at 10 
o'clock and 2 o'clock, I listened. 
When they told me to wear my 
seat belt, I listened. 
And when they told me how to 
maintain control of the car when 
it is sliding on ice, I listened. 
Eventually I realized that it 
isn't all that important to use 
two hands on the wheel. As a 
matter of fact, if the seat is 
positioned correctly, you can 
drive a car across the continent 
steering with your knees. 
I also discovered that seat 
belts weren't necessary. Be- 
sides, they're too uncomfort- 
able. 
But I was sure that the rules 
for controlling a sliding car were 
good ones, why not believe the 
rules were sound, I hadn't had 
the chance to test them out. 
Well, all that changed over 
Christmas break. I got the 
chance to put the rules to the test 
and they tailed about as miser- 
ably as I failed algebra last 
year. 
It was a dark, blustery mom- 
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Crying "wolf bites back 
ing and I was tooling along In- 
terstate 90 on my way to work 
when I hit a spectacular sheet of 
ice and went reeling into a dizzy- 
ing spin. 
My stomach nearly crawled 
out of my throat and I felt like 
the road was yanked from be- 
neath my new snow tires. 
I wanted to panic, but I knew I 
couldn't. There was no time. 
Then suddenly the instructions I 
received in drivers' ed class 
came pouring out of the dusty 
cerebral filing cabinet where 
they had been stashed away. 
• First instruction: Don't hit 
the brakes. 
I didn't touch them. 
• Second instruction: Down- 
shift. 
I slammed the automatic 
transmission from 'drive' to 
'low 2' (whatever that is). 
• Third instruction: Steer the 
wheel in the direction you are 
sliding. It should straighten the 
car. 
This proved to be the fatal one. 
I steered... I continued to slide 
... and I nailed the median 
wall. It was not a pretty sight. 
I can't understand what hap- 
pened. I followed all the rules 
with nerves of steel but I still hit 
the wall. 
I've come to the realization 
that the rules just don't work. 
Drivers' ed teachers know as 
well as I that nothing - save a 
median wall, ditch, or Mack 
truck - can stop a car that is 
spinning on ice. 
They offer these rules to sound 
official because they don't want 
to tell you the truth. 
I've discovered the truth and 
I'm certainly not afraid to tell: 
The only thing you can do when 
!our car starts spinning on ice is 
ump into the back seat, cover 
your head with whatever is con- 
venient and pray. 
I wish I would have done it. 
Mclntyre, a junior journalism 
major from Lakewood, Ohio, is 
managing editor ol the News. 
by Matt Wlnkeljohn 
It's funny how so many things 
change as we grow older. 
We like some things we didn't 
like before, and we don't like 
some things we did like before. 
We look at people differently 
now than we did a few years 
earlier. People look at us differ- 
ently than they did a few years 
ago. 
My dad always used to look so 
big. I remember bragging at 
school about my dad's arms and 
the fact they were "as big as 
trees." Dad is, at a little over 
six-feet tall, just a paperback or 
two above average height, and 
that is pretty much the way he 
appears to me now. 
Mom always seemed like such 
a screamer. She was always 
mad about something. Now, I 
often wonder how she Kept from 
losing her mind with my broth- 
ers and me bouncing atx ut like 
midget maniacs in a circus. 
It also seems like it was much 
easier to explain my way out of 
situations when I was younger. 
That's not the case any more. It 
seems like no matter what the 
situation, where it happened or 
how believable it might sound, I 
have a tough time convincing 
people what happened. 
The main reason, the way I 
see it, has to do with the fact that 
I have found myself in so many 
unbelievable situations that no- 
body, but nobody, believes me 
anymore. 
First of all, I've found myself 
in so many precarious situations 
in my lite (seriously, I ain't 
lyin') that people - especially 
my dad-have grown tired of 
hearing my incredibly unbelie- 
vable story recaps. 
Picture my father answering 
the phone three years ago: 
DAD: "Hello!" 
MATT: "Hi Dad. How are 
you?" 
DAD: "I'm fine, Matt. What's 
wrong? You wouldn't be calling 
me in the middle of the week if 
there wasn't something wrong. I 
suppose you need money to buy 
surgical gloves for an art class 
or something." 
MATT: "Now Dad, you know I 
don't get into anything like that. 
There's been kind of a freak 
accident up here." 
DAD: "A freak accident... is 
anyone hurt?" 
MATT: "Well, yeah, but noth- 
ing serious." 
DAD: "Nothing   serious,   but 
serious enough for you to call 
me!" 
MATT: "Well, Dad, the kid 
who lives across the hall from 
me had to have stitches in his 
head and I'm responsible." 
DAD: " You're responsible? 
Would you care to go into detail? 
I'm sure this will be one of your 
better ones." 
MATT: "Well, Dad, we were 
getting ready to play Softball 
and I was the first one going 
down the steps in Kohl Hall, or 
at least I thought I was, and I 
was standing on the landing 
between the first and second 
floors..." 
DAD: "Go on; I'm sure this 
gets better." 
MATT: "Well, Dad, I turned 
around to scream upstairs to 
Billy to grab my batting glove. 
While I was standing there 
looking out the window into the 
parking lot, Bill kept asking 
where it was so I stepped up one 
step and told him. Bill finally 
found it and came to top of the 
steps. When he got there he 
threw his junk at me and I 
turned   around   hooking   my 
Sikes on the steps. I fell toward 
I window, which did not have 
a screen, the bat went flying out 
the window and Mike was stand- 
ing..." 
DAD: "Matt, you've outdone 
yourself again.' 
MATT: 7'But Dad, I think it's 
Bill's fault. Every time I get into 
trouble, Bill's responsible in 
some way." 
DAD: ''I suppose the bottom 
line is that I have to pay Mike's 
doctor's bills?" 
MATT: "Well, Dad ..." 
Of course, my arriving in so 
many of these situations can be 
blamed on my being the most 
unfortunate person in this hemi- 
sphere. Many of you may al- 
ready have known about my 
poor luck. Unfortunately, this 
miserable luck does not buy me 
any credibility. 
It seems that many people, 
my father in particular, insist on 
fving me a hard time whenever 
have an explanatory type of 
story to tell. 
I have a theory. 
When I was very young and 
would get in trouble, Mom and 
Dad would want an explanation. 
I don't think they were overly 
concerned with the explanation, 
but rather they wanted to put me 
under a little pressure-you 
know, make me squirm. Dad 
didn't care much about the sto- 
ries I would offer. He would 
generally disregard what I said 
as mindless, childlike babble. 
As I grew older, and my ex- 
planations became more color- 
nil, my father would ask more 
questions about my stories. I 
had to thoroughly prepare my- 
self for each inquisition with 
"Pops Einstein wink." When- 
ever I would survive one of these 
sessions, it was basically be- 
cause Dad would give me a 
unique form of credit for being 
so imaginative with my stories 
at such an early age. 
Now, in my infinite adulthood, 
everyone seeks a lengthy and 
detailed description to every- 
thing. Perhaps after hearing so 
many outrageous stories Dad 
began to view me as a "Peter 
The Wolfer." He, along with 
many other people, started to 
see me as an overly imaginative 
little spinster who would tell any 
type of a story to get out of a 
jam. 
Now, as I'm constantly being 
questioned about my activities 
and behaviors, my stories seem 
to get me in more trouble than 
my adventures. 
Winkeljohn is a senior sports 
information major from Mar- 
rieta, Ga. 
WEU-, IT    LOOK   LIKE  MTRUCTIONS   fOK    BOrAB> 
WHEN     I      STOLE    IT! 
Letters 
Policy a hindrance 
In looking to our Undergrad- 
uate Student Government for 
understanding and leadership, 
we feel a tremendous letdown, 
both spiritually and constitution- 
ally. 
Michael McGreevey, USG 
president, and Internal Affairs, 
headed by Jim Woodward, have 
dictated to the organizations of 
their campus that they no longer 
have the ability to function 
according to their constitutions 
or best interests. Those organi- 
zations affected are currently 
represented in the General As- 
sembly of the USG. 
At the last USG meeting, an 
ammendment to the bylaws of 
the student body constitution 
was proposed by Jim Woodward 
which, in effect, makes it man- 
datory for all representatives to 
have a personal proxy along 
with their signature of verifica- 
tion present in the representa- 
tive's absence. This was fully 
endorsed by Mr. McGreevy. 
First of all the idea that colle- 
giate representatives to a stu- 
dent body government must 
present a signed, written proxy 
is absurd. As big boys and girls, 
we think General Assembly 
members have the ability to 
make decisons on their own with 
regard to proxies or anything 
regulating fulfillment of atten- 
dance obligations. 
In addition, many times Gen- 
eral Assembly members are 
faced with the impossible task of 
fitting a personal replacement 
to attend meetings. Whether it 
be limited time, constraints or 
concurrent organizational meet- 
ing times, we at the Resident 
Student Association think this an 
unnecessary and detrimental 
addition to an already unfair 
situation for organizational rep- 
resentation. Not only does this 
requirement hinder the process 
for regaining minority organiza- 
tional represntatives but it also 
inhibits those organizations cur- 
rently represented. RSA and 
other organizations have defi- 
nite and precise meeting, consti- 
tutional and other obligatory 
requirements which USG; in its 
infinite wisdom, has now in- 
ged upon these sanctioned 
Are we to assume that any 
organization and its representa- 
tive^) are now inferior to the 
almighty pen of USG? As the 
voice of approximately 8,000 on- 
campus students with concerns 
outside USG, we say absolutely 
NOT! To limit the effectiveness 
of other organizations in their 
attempt to promote student con- 
cerns and needs is not only dic- 
BLOOM COUNTY 
tatorial, but unjust. Speaking 
now, from this very position, we 
at RSA find this policy ridicu- 
lously demeaning. 
Dave Rice, Vice-President 
Resident Student Association 
Cole Griffin 
Senator, USG 
'Streets" biased 
This letter is directed to the 
staff of Friday Magazine con- 
cerning fair representation in 
"From the Streets" column. 
I feel there isn't enough diver- 
sity in the column as far as the 
selection of interviewees are 
concerned. I've been reading 
3SF 
STY TRIALS        ABAX 
numrs       sme is 
»*xvtM>.    urn. 
"From the Streets" column 
since it began publication and 
only once did I see a minority 
(black) representative. I don t 
know what the staff's tactics are 
for interviewing people, but I'm 
sure they could present a more 
diverse column. 
I know that there are a lot of 
people out there, including my- 
self, who would love to have 
their name, face, or even com- 
ments 'plastered' in the paper. 
My suggestion to the staff is just 
try a little harder to get a vari- 
%of students represented. 
ie intent of my letter was not 
to offend anyone but to make the 
staff aware of the fact that I 
want fair representation for mi- 
norities. 
Trade Y. Jamison 
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Streetside cafe replaces old eatery 
by MeHsM McGUUvray 
staff reporter 
A streetside cafe took the 
place of the old McDonald East 
cafeteria over Christmas break. 
"Streetside" is the name of 
die renovated cafeteria which 
features bench-type seating, 
several live plants, bar stools 
and a raised wood floor in one 
corner. 
Redecorating ideas for the 
cafeteria first surfaced three 
years ago. but didn't begin until 
Dec. 16, following approval by 
the Board of Trustees earlier 
lastyear. 
"We just felt it was time we 
needed to update it," said Jane 
Schimpf, director of Food Oper- 
ations. "Mac East (cafeteria) 
was not real attractive." 
She added that much of the 
furniture in the old cafeteria had 
been around since the cafeteria 
was first built in 1962. 
The name "Streetside" was 
recommended by the cafeteria's 
interior decorator, Bob Blair, 
because "the best feature was 
the windows," said Schimpf. 
The windows face North College 
Street. 
"STREETSIDE" is open to 
students now, but won't be fin- 
ished until Friday. Stools and 
chairs, along with a neon sign 
for the window, will not arrive 
until later this week. 
Schimpf said having the cafe- 
teria redone over Christmas 
provided a refreshing change 
tor the returning students. 
Instead of' the long rows of 
tables in most cafeterias. 
"Streetside" features several 
small tables, barstools and 
benches, said Schimpf. 
"We wanted to break it up so it 
was more private and more inti- 
mate," said Schimpf. She added 
that the bar space will hopefully 
make dining more comfortable 
for single customers. 
The price for making McDon- 
ald a "comfortable" cafeteria 
was around $140,000. The budget 
for the renovation was $150,000. 
Schimpf said there are plans 
underway to renovate the Com- 
mons cafeteria next year and 
the cafeterias in Kreisher and 
McDonald West the year after 
nest, although the plans have 
yet to be approved by the Board 
of Trustees. 
MID AM MANOR 
APADTMCMTQ 
Choose from choice apartments within 
walking distance to campus—summer 
1986 and 1986*87 school year: 
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or unfur- 
nished, gas heat & water included, air 
conditioning 
CONTACT: 
Resident Manager, 
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G. 
352-4380 
BG News/Jim Youll Remodeling 
Bill Wiles of C.F. Rausch and Sons installs a rubber liner In a flower pot in McDonald East cafeteria. The 
cafeteria was renovated into a "streetside cafe" during Christmas break. 
Parking rules 
changed for 
dorm dwellers 
Until spring break, on-cam- 
pus students with registered 
cars will be allowed to back 
into on-campus lots to make jump starting car batteries 
easier. 
Students will be able to 
back into parking spaces in 
Lot 6, east of the Alumni 
Center; Lot 9, aside WBGU- 
TV station; Lot 8, the lot 
furthest north on Thurstin; 
and Lot 12, north of Merry 
Street behind the Moore Mu- 
sical Arts Center. The lot by 
the tennis courts at the north- 
west end of campus will be 
available to on-campus stu- 
dents until spring break. 
Backing in makes it easier 
for on-campus students, who 
may leave their cars for a 
week or more, to jump-start 
their cars in case batteries go 
dead in cold temperatures, 
said Jean Yarnell. manager 
of parking and traffic. 
She said that if students' 
cars will not start, the Com- 
muter Center has jumper ca- 
bles students can borrow. 
FREE PIZZA! 
BUY ONE ■ GET ONE FREE! 
FREE Delivery... 
NOW OPEN UNTIL 2 A.M. EVERY NIGHT 
DELIVERY AVAILABLE ALL DAY SAT. & SUN. 
Two Medium Pizzas       J ^^85 
with Two Items 
112 Mercer St.. Bowling Green. OH 
Call 354-6500 
tX«M   t/20'M 
little CtfSnsPixza 
Whan you maka a pizza thla good, on* |u*t lan't enough. 
HAPPY NEW YEAR 
and 
WELCOME BACK! 
from the 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
(Student Services Bldg.) 
NEW AND USED TEXTBOOKS! 
mmimmm OPEN mmmmmm 
SATURDAY 1/11      9 a.m. • 5 p.m. 
SUNDAY 1/12 Noon-6 p.m. 
SPECIAL OPENINB HOURS 
1/13 UN. I i.m.-fl D.m. 
1/18 Ml. I i.ra.-e p.m. 
1/17 Frt. I I.H.-5 p.m. 
1/14 Tits. I i.m.-fl p.m. 
1/11 Thurs. 8 i.m.-8 p.m. 
1/18 Sit. 8 i.m.-5 p.m. 
CLBSEB 
SUIUV. JM. IS 
H8HIY. JM. 28 Martin Litlir Ring Day) 
mastor card/visa 
phone: 372-2851 
Regular Store Hours! 
8-5 Mon-FN 
9-5 Sal. 
372-2343 
3rd floor, Union 
UPCOMING UAO EVENTS 
• January 13 - Mini Course registration begins. Courses available 
are: Juggling, Unicycling, Bowling, Knitting, Mixology, Advanced 
Mixology, Cross Country Skiing, Multi Media, First Aid, Ward- 
robe Counseling, Photography, Scuba Diving, Martial Arts, Ice 
Skating, Calligraphy. 
Course charges, times, and days vary. Contact the UAO Office for 
further information. 
• January 22 - UAO Organizational Meeting. It's not too late to join!! 
• February 8 - Trip to Michigan State to see BG vs. MSU Hockey 
game. $7 per person. Leave Union Oval at 4:30 p.m.; return 1 
a.m. Sign up at the UAO office starting January 20. 
66 days until Spring Break 
Think: Daytona Beach 
South Padre Island, Texas 
Sign ups begin January 21. 
CAMPUS, ■JVFILMS it 
UAO is starting a 
brand new Monday 
Night Movie Series 
beginning January 
20. The cost of 
these, along with all 
other campus films, 
is $1.50 with valid 
BGSU ID. This ex- 
cludes Thursday 
Night Movies, which 
are FREE! 
Monday Thursday 
Alice In 
Wonderland (G) 
8 p.m. 
Gish Theater 
FREE! 
Fri./Sat. 
Ghostbusters 
7:30/9:45 
Main Auditorium 
$1.50 with valid 
BGSU ID 
Midnight 
Ghostbusters 
Midnight 
Main Auditorium 
$1.50 with valid 
BGSU ID 
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Professor planning active retirement 
by Mike Amburgery 
st«H reporter 
While many people view re- 
tirement as a time to relax and 
slow down, a former University 
professor views his retirement 
as a time to actively pursue 
other interests. 
After 40 years of teaching, 
including 32 at the University. 
Richard Carpenter, professor of 
English, retired last semester 
ana will now spend his time 
traveling with his wife, working 
on writing projects and enjoying 
retirement. 
The Carpenters also plan to 
visit friends in Europe in the 
near future. 
Education is a life-long proc- 
ess that doesn't end with a PH. 
D, he said. 
"There are stages in educa- 
tion we mark with degrees, but 
no one is ever fully educated," 
he said. " 
He received his Bachelor's 
degree from Tufts University in 
1938, and went on to Boston 
University where he earned his 
Master's degree in 1939 and his 
Ph. D. in 1951. Carpenter came 
to Bowling Green in 1953 and has 
taught Here since. He also 
taught two summer sessions at 
the University of Salzburg, in 
Salzburg, Austria in 1976 and 
1979. 
IN ADDITION to teaching, 
Carpenter, 69, has been a mem- 
ber and chairman of the Faculty 
Senate, dean of the library in 
1971, and has done extensive 
work with graduate students in 
the English Department. 
He is the author of many arti- 
cles, two books and a member of 
oLinden ZJree IKeitaurant 
$1.99 BREAKFAST BUFFET 
All vou care Jo enjo) wilh coffee or lea 
INCLUDES: Scrambled eggs, bacon, sausage, gravy 
w/biscuits, french toast, pancakes, fresh 
fruit. 
MON-FRI   8-10:30 a.m. 
TRY OUR NEW & EXCITING MENU 
■w 
o^SsaSSw*"* 
\0jlP 
£NWf++++*MrjWWW+*+*AAA^V^M*AANW^N*Wt 
\ 
J A./H 
Now, choose the eye color 
that's just right for you. 
Ask us about NaturalTint "soft 
contact lenses by Bausch&Lomb. 
Wh«n you wont to chong* your natural *y« color, liven up 
your *yes with NaturalTint »oft contoct l«nt«s. Available 
in crystal blu«, aqua, jod« and iabl*, they'll h«lp you look 
your bait while improving your vision. Of court*, th« only 
way to find out how good you'll look it to try on a pair 
of NaturalTint lantot for yourself. Call ut today for an 
appointment. 
 Contact Spoclols 
B & L Natural Tint Contacts '75.88 
B & L Extended-Wear Contacts '39.00 
Perma Flex Extended-Wear Contacts '89.00 
Hydron Daily Wear Soft Lenses '34.00 
Professional Fees 8 Care Kit Not Included 
Cy— tuomlifd by S. ShUt. O.D. 
Burlington Optical Inc. 
141* I. Weesttr, U.».m Hoi, Btmftkj 6MM 352-2533 
1«H $. IUynoM« ltd    To4*ao W-NM 
SIM Sytvanl* A**.. TeUde 472-1113 
the American Association of 
University Professors, but Car- 
penter is most proud of his work 
with students. 
"I've had a lot of proteges," 
he said. "I try to help graduate 
students on an informal basis. I 
look on some of my students as 
sons and daughters." 
Carpenter said he likes to help 
students who are working on 
doctoral degrees because of the 
demands of the program. At that 
level of study, nelp and advice 
are appreciated, he said. 
When Carpenter and his wife 
Ethel came to the University, 
they lived in "the barracks 
located near the present physi- 
cal plant building. The barracks 
were housing units designed for 
teachers and students. They 
weren't the best Carpenter re- 
calls. 
"They were army barracks 
brought in from Camp Perry 
that were used for low cost hous- 
ing for students and teachers. 
There was a shortage of housing 
in town at that time," be said. 
"They were pretty primitive." 
THE CARPENTERS left "the 
barracks" 25v years ago and 
have lived on Ridge Street in 
Bowling Green since then. 
Suzanne Andrews, English 
Department Administrative 
Secretary, said that Carpenter 
made many friends during his 32 
years at the University. 
"I will always remember 
Richard Carpenter as helping 
people, especially students. He's 
always been very warm and 
kind. He was very nice to work 
for," she said. 
Andrews said when she 
worked for Carpenter when he 
Jewelry thief faces arraignment 
Campus police arrested a University employee Saturday in 
connection with an alleged jewelry theft from the Student Recre- 
ation Center last week. 
James Bumpus, a 32-year-old night custodian from Cygnet, was 
charged with stealing four rings belonging to a student employee. 
PUFF'S PIZZA 
440 E. Court • 352-1596 
WELCOME BACK SPECIAL 
$5.50 Large 
2 Item Pizza 
Delivery or Eat In 
EXPIRES 1/28/86 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
! 
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS1 
CAMPUS MANOR 
APARTMENTS 
OIE OF THE FIIEST APARTMENT COMPLEXES II 80 
Start Planning For the 86-87 Year. 
—Across the street from campus 
—Near shops, 5 minutes from downtown 
10 L0N8 SN6W WALKS TO CIASSI 
Call 352-9302 for an appointment 
or stop by B Building, Clough Street I 
The Ice Cream's 
On Us! 
No-Stopping-The-Topping Sundae Bar. 
FREE with every full priced meal. 
Create one colossal Sundae. Or sample a dozen delkriously different ones. 
Wilh all your favorite loppings as many times as you like. 
49* - $1.29 
wtth meal coopon * U Urtt anyton* 
i M4MMMMMMM ■ FQNDEROSA 
• 1544 E.Wooster Street 
352-0461 
was in charge of English grad- 
uate studies he was a pleasant 
boos, but his standards were 
high. 
Thomas Wvmer, assistant 
chair and professor of English 
said Carpenter was very in- 
volved in university issues. 
"He has always been a major 
voice for faculty rights. He has 
always been strongly committed 
to student's and professor's in- 
terests." 
Wymer commended Car- 
penter for his work with* the 
English graduate student pro- 
gam, adding that Carpenter 
s been involved with the pro- 
gram since its inception. 
CARPENTER SAID he does 
not regret his decision to devote 
more than half of his life to 
teaching. 
"It has  been rewarding to 
serve the University, and to 
work with bright students," he 
said. 
He added that be enioyed the 
time be spent in the classroom 
and the opportunity to lead stu- 
dents to new experiences in edu- 
cation. 
"The times may have 
changed, but the students are 
still basically the same." Car- 
penter said. "The students react 
in different ways to the time 
periods they live in, but they still 
are the same. Times may 
change, but people dont" 
Carpenter said he is consid- 
ering writing another book, but 
he is not sure of a topic. 
"Some people think of retire- 
ment as old people vegetating. It 
does't have to be like that," he 
said. 
The value of the rings was estimated at over $300, making the charge 
a felony. 
Jennifer Vandenberg, of Grand Rapids, reportedly left her rings in 
the Rec Center overnight last Thursday after removing them to do 
heavy cleaning. 
Three custodians worked that night, according to Rec Center 
Director Terry Parsons. Campus police singled out Bumpus after 
conducting interviews with other employees and by analyzing the 
custodians' work schedules, according to Bill Bess, director of 
Public Safety for the University. 
Bumpus will be arraigned tomorrow morning. A fourth degree 
felony, grand theft, warrants a minimum six-month or maximum 
five-year sentence, with a maximum fine of $5,000. 
■expires 1-20-8611 
M 
I 
Haircut 
I Hours 
| closed on Mondays 
■ T, W, TH, - 9:30 - 6:30 
■ Frl. - 9:30 - 7:00 
■ Sat. - 9:30 
Reg. $10 
4:00 
THE HAIR REPAIR 
"Where quality comes first" 
NEW LOCATION! 118 S. Enterprise •••• 
2 houses south of Taco Bell 
Lois       Leah      Suzie 352-2566 
In   Celebration 
of 
Dr. Martin Luther King's Birthday 
The Black Student Union 
presents 
Dr. Marvin Haire, President 
Sank or. Research, Information & Media Consultants 
Topic: "     , Day»on. Ohio 
"Contemporary Relevancy of Dr. King's 
influence on International Affairs" 
Wednesday. Jan. 15, 1986 
7:30 p.m., Ohio Suite, Union 
— Reception follows — 
CALLING ALL WOMEN RUSHEES 
PI BETA PHI will soon join your Creek 
Panhellenic community 
Come For Information 
Thurs., January 16, 8:00 
Gish Theater 
Questions? 
Call the Creek 
Life Office 
372-2151 
RUSH WEEK - January 22 - 25, 1986 
PI BETA PHI 
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The Link serves county residents 
by Mike Amburgcy 
staff reporter 
When residents of Wood County need 
help and it's after 5 p.m., there is a 
place where they can find it. 
The link, 525 Pike Street, Wood 
County's 24-hour crisis intervention, 
information and referral service, ac- 
cepts calls from people in need and 
refers them to the proper agency for 
help. 
"There are 70 different categories of 
problems that people contact us 
about," said Robert Hepburn, director 
of the Center for Human Services of 
Wood County which oversees operation 
of the link. 
The Link provides different services, 
ranging from  research  information 
services to counseling in life-threaten- 
ing situations, Hepburn said. 
The Link is manned by 55 volunteers 
who donate their time and skills to help 
others. Hepburn said about 60 percent 
of the volunteers are University stu- 
dents who must undergo an extensive 
training program before a they can 
actually counsel or make referrals to a 
caller. 
"We talk to people about almost 
anything - depression, loneliness, birth 
control, pregnancy, dating, 
relationsrups, venereal disease," Holly 
Ventrano, director of Counseling at the 
Link, said. "We're averaging around 
6,000 calls a year." 
VENTRANO SAID there is a miscon- 
ception that the Link is affiliated with 
the University. The only connection to 
the University is that students most 
often take advantage of the Link's 
services, she said. 
The Link is not a long-term counsel- 
ing center. Volunteers at the Link may 
take time to talk to callers about prob- 
lems, but if the problem demands pro- 
fessional attention a referral is made to 
the appropriate agency, Ventrano said. 
If someone feels the need, he or she 
may walk into the house on Pike Street, 
and sit down and discuss their problem, 
she said. A referral is usually made for 
this type of client also. 
The Link also provides outreach 
services, she said. 
"If there is a need, a Link team will 
go to the person's home and try to help 
them," Ventrano said. 
There are also programs provided by 
the Link for University students of- 
fered in residence halls dealing with 
topics such as rape and suicide. 
The Link's volunteers range in age 
from 18 to 76. Some are college students 
gaining practical experience for their 
human service-related majors, but not 
all students come from such back- 
grounds. 
"We have math majors, business 
majors, even computer majors," Ven- 
trano said. "It's a big misconception 
that to be a volunteer you have to nave 
a psychology background." 
SHE SAID that while the Link is 
primarily concerned with short-term 
helping services, sometimes the Link 
staff has the reward of hearing the 
caller's outlook improve by the end of 
the telephone conversation. 
"It's a unique experience of helping 
people," one of the female counselors 
said. Names are not required at the 
Link, and the volunteer staff members 
never provide their last names in order 
to protect their anonymity. 
"It's a good feeling to know that 
iple can rely on us and call us for 
o," the counselor said. 
he said that the volunteers have 
their own support system among them- 
selves to help them do their job more 
effectively. 
"We offer help in dealing with prob- 
lems at the time and we try to help the 
caller identify problems," she said. 
The counselor said that the volun- 
teers at the Link try to meet each 
special need and help the caller work 
toward a solution. 
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PRESIDENT Steve Lewis 
TREASURER Andy Chrintennen 
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Entire Stock 
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WINE SHOP 
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS 
"We are open 7 days a week for all of your needs." 
*Ice Cold Beer at State Minimum 
*Wine Coolers 
*Ice Cream 
*Bakery Items 
*Grocery goods 
* Bagels 
*Deli Items 
*Subs ♦Coffee 
*Best wine selection in N.W. Ohio 
ACROSS FROM with expert advice often available 
HARSHMAN QUAD 
Hours 
Mon-Sat 8:00 AM -12 Midnight 
Sun 10:00 AM -10:00 PM 
353-WINE 
Winthrop Terrace Apts. 
Second Semester Leases 
2 Bedroom Apts. - Furn. & Unfurn. 
We pay Heat, Water, Cable, Trash 
Pick Up, and All of Gas. 
For a good place to live — See Us. 
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd. 
»»»>^FCall 352-9135 
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Motivation marks semester 
by Valerie Lonero 
staff reporter 
While many students may still 
be celebrating the New Year or 
dreaming about trying out the 
new tennis racket they got for 
Christmas, they still have to 
accept the fact that another se- 
mester has begun. 
After the three-week break, 
students are usually more moti- 
vated for another 15 weeks of 
studying or being active in orga- 
nizations, said Roman Carek, 
director of counseling and ca- 
reer development. 
Generally students achieve 
more in the spring semester 
although it does depend on the 
individual, he said. 
"It's a different type of situa- 
tion for different people," Carek 
said. "For example, seniors are 
apt to be less motivated because 
they are anxious and preparing 
to graduate." 
"Generally speaking, I would 
say most students feel more 
motivated in the spring because 
during the colder weather, stu- 
dents are ready to stay put and 
study," he said. "Warm weather 
may stimulate students because 
personal problems tend to disap- 
pear and students are ready to 
work." 
Another reason students may 
be more eager to achieve in the 
spring is because of their 
courses selection, Carek said. 
"Students often take harder 
courses in the spring for some 
reason," Carek said. Plus, stu- 
dents are anxious to finish off 
courses that are in a series, such 
as language courses." 
PATRICIA LUPICA, a Junior 
broadcast journalism major, 
said she usually feels more moti- 
vated and gets better grades in 
the spring. 
"When I come back in the fall 
I'm less motivated because I've 
been away from an academic 
atmosphere for three months 
and into summer activities," 
Lupica said. "Over Christmas 
break I am still into the school 
groove and ready to start all 
over again." 
"Also, by the time spring se- 
mester rolls around, students 
are more sure of their priorities 
and confident with the organiza- 
tions they may be involved in," 
she said. 
Although Karen Sycz, a Junior 
accounting major, said she is in 
a better frame of mind during 
the spring. 
"In the winter time there's 
nothing much to do but study, 
and I usually get better grades- 
"Sycz said. "It gives students a 
fresh start and ready to give it 
another shot." 
' """'" WELCOME BACK    "* 
SSAT-PSAT 
SAT ACT GMAT 
ACHIEVEMENTS 
GRELSAT MAT 
GRE BIO TOEFL 
GREPSYCHPCAT 
DATMCATVAT 
OCATHMB1-2-3 
NPB MSKP NDB 
FMGEMS CGFNS 
CPA NCLEX-RN 
SPEEDREADING-NCB-1 
ESL REVIEWFLEX1-2-3 
INTRO TO LAW SCHOOL 
BG! 
Compliments of 
fo/nfiey-H 
EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTCX 
3550 Secor Road Suite 201 
Toledo, Ohio 43606 
(419)536-3701 
No.1 
PREPARATION 
PROFESSORS, END 
THE PAPER CHASE 
USE KINKO? PROFESSOR PUBLISHING SERVICE 
Give your students an alternative to the Library Reserve Room. We'll turn your loose 
course materials into bound class readers. 
NO CHARGE TO YOU OR YOUR DEPARTMENT 
LOWEST POSSIBLE COST TO YOUR STUDENTS 
OUR REP WILL HELP ORGANIZE YOUR MATERIALS 
OVERNIGHT ORDERS ACCEPTED 
FREE PICK UP AND DELIVERY 
OPEN WEEKENDS 
Let Us Do The Chasing, While You Do The Teaching 
Kinko's Copies 
325 E. Wooster 
354-3977 
ANO AS A SPECIAL SERVICE TO YOU. KINKO'S NOW OFFERS A COPYRIGHT PERMISSIONS 
ASSISTANCE OFFICE CALL TOLL FREE AND ASK FOR OR HOWARD HAWKES AT: 
(MO) 1M-M1* OUTSIDE CALIFORNIA 
(MO) JtJ-OMO IN CALIFORNIA 
Scheduling woes, Part II 
Planning prevents frustrating wait, says director 
by Stuan McDonald 
rtaff reporter 
Although waiting in line is 
part of college life to most 
students, the inconvenience 
of waiting in a long line to add 
or drop a class could have 
been avoided if done before 
Christmas break, according 
to Susan Pugh, director of 
registration. 
Pugh said a lot could have 
been taken care of earlier to 
avoid the long line as there 
were three weeks of open 
drop/add and one week to 
change partial schedules 
prior to semester break. 
Another major problem 
with the process was that 
students do not have their 
student validation cards if 
they need their grades or 
schedules. Also some stu- 
dents do not have any alterna- 
tive classes in mind when 
they come to schedule 
"Students aren't prepared 
when they come," she said. 
Cary Brewer, registrar of 
registration and records, said 
in some cases students put 
the wrong course or section 
number on their schedule 
card or their handwriting was 
sometimes unreadable, add- 
ing to the problem. Closed 
courses are the most common 
problem, he said. 
"Scheduling is a combina- 
tion of supply and demand," 
he said. 
BREWER SAID that most 
problems are resolved by 
academic counseling through 
different departments and 
colleges as well as drop/add. 
though most students get 
their scheduling problems 
solved, some find the entire 
procedure frustrating. 
"It's a waste of time and 
energy," said Walt Butkus, 
senior marketing major. "I 
think they should segment the 
freshman and sophomores in 
one area and Juniors and se- 
niors in another," be said. 
Butkus also said Juniors 
and seniors should have top 
priority for classes to avoid 
being closed out of one. 
Jennifer Gray, Junior edu- 
cation major, agrees. 
"We need to be better in- 
formed of procedures before 
we actually do them," she 
added. 
GLEM 
January 
Perm Wove 
Sale! 
50% OFF 
Reg. 30.00 ana 40.00 
Now 15.00 and 20.00 
Haircut Not Included 
The GLEMBY SALON ' 
at 
k 3 
13?$. Main, Bowling Green      Ph. 352 5615 
'man® 
Piece 
Offering 
Now 
you can 
save on a 
truly tasteful 
piece offering 
—it's the Rocky 
Rococo Pan Style ■ 
Pizza slice. A generous 
'/S lb. serving, specially 
prepared with extra care. 
made 
by hand 
> with heart. 
And Rocky's slices 
are ready almost in- 
stantly in six delicious 
varieties—hot. fresh 
>   ' and fast. Appease your pizza 
appetite—and your wallet— 
with a slice of Rocky Rococo Pan 
..-*'        Style Pizza and the piece offering below. 
Rocky JL Rococo 
fppu*^' 
/lUfy^ ufd 
t 1985 Rocky Rococo Corp 
WIIH THIS COUPON 
Any Pan Style Slice 
of your choice   *%*%.+. 
for only 99<F 
Valid only at: 176 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, Ohio 
One coupon per slice 
Void with other specials        • 
Offer expires: 2/14/85 Rocky/tJV Rococo 
Sports luxnitoe 
"■ ckwanl ftf anf Mtar than tNg*r 
Tin »np ■rn.i i* »g ■ —g 11—r 1 ifi  — 
Cagers' prayer is answered   Mast leads Bobcats 
past Falcons in OT by Ron Fritz 
assistant sports editor 
In his media guide profile, 
Anthony Robinson said the per- 
son he would most like to meet is 
Jesus Christ. Well, that meeting 
may be getting closer because 
some of Robinson's prayers are 
being answered. 
Robinson's latest prayer was 
a 30-foot desperation heave at 
the buzzer which hit nothing but 
the bottom of the net as the 
Falcons upset Ohio University 
77-75 Saturday in Mid-American 
Conference action at Anderson 
Arena. 
"We wanted to get the ball to 
Brian (Miller) or Scott (Kalish) 
and have them bring it up for the 
shot," Bowling Green coach 
John Weinert said. 
Robinson said he had no 
choice but to take the ball up- 
court. 
"When I got the bail, I looked 
at Brian and he was covered," 
Robinson said. "I didn't know 
how much time was left, but look 
what happened." 
What happened was a small 
miracle. Entering the contest, 
BG was struggling with a 2-9 
overall record and 1-2 MAC 
mark while the Bobcats were 
perched atop the MAC with a 3-0 
record and 10-2 overall. 
"YOU HAVE to give Bowling 
Green credit," OU coach Danny 
Nee said. "They were well-pre- 
pared for the game and they did 
the things necessary for them to 
win." 
From the initial tip-off, the 
fame was a barn-burner. The 
alcons took an early six-pont 
lead, but the Bobcats clawed 
away at the lead and took a 40-37 
halftime advantage as Paul 
Baron scored the final four 
points of the first half. 
The second half was similar to 
the first, with both teams bat- 
tling back-and-forth. The lead 
changed hands 10 times in the 
second half, but the key to the 
game may have been a coaching 
move by Weinert. 
Late in the game, Weinert 
imployed a box-and-one defense 
on OU freshman Dave Jamer- 
son. Jamerson hit 10 of his first 
11 shots, but when Weinert put 
Miller on him and the rest of the 
Falcons played zone defense, he 
made just one of six shots. 
With 4:28 left in the game, 
Miller was fouled and calmly 
sank the two charity tosses to 
give the Falcons a 70-67 advan- 
Ankney is 
new Falcon 
grid coach 
by Karl Smith 
Mfctam managing editor 
 ■    ' 
Of all the new facet on 
Bowling Gram's sideline next 
fall, one face will be vaguely 
familiar. 
Howard "Moe" Ankney, de- 
fensive coordinator at Ari- 
lona and BG graduate, 
replaces Denny Stok, BG's 
mentor for eight years, who 
left for San Diego State, a 
position that Antaiey also cov- 
eted. 
"I waaot dissappointed 
Denny is a very qualified 
head coach win was very 
successful," Ankney said. 'I 
think it worked out for the 
better. 1 think Bowling Green 
is a better job for me. 
"The only thing that upset 
me U that the whole tone, my 
name was the only one men- 
tioned. It put a lot of beat on 
me and my family." 
The heat U temporarily off 
Ankney, but Ms chair will 
undoubtedly become a hot 
seat by the time the season 
starts. Stob led his team to an 
U-e regular season record 
and previously unobtainable 
national exposure, not to 
mention a week in the Ass© 
ciated Press Top»poli. 
Many players.graduate Bus 
spring and Ankney will be 
faced with a generally uu- 
tested squad. Record-shatter- 
ing quarterback Brian 
McChtre, a tour-year starter, 
is one of narostemSeut per- 
formers leaving BG and even 
Aakney aoxnsteVsuesure of 
irtuu-talltewetl^wltt. 
"I'm not very famfflar with 
all the players and the i. 
Islsarttagvitttaciesei 
They're aB startup 
Already faced «rithibe|aak 
*      . SeeAukuey.pagel. 
by Paul SIM 
sports reporter 
Who was that Mast, er, masked woman? 
Caroline Mast, that's who. 
Ohio University's Ail-American candidate pumped in 32 
points Saturday night to lead the Bobcats to a 79-76 overtime 
win over the Falcons. 
Mast came through under pressure when she pumped in 10 of 
the Bobcats' 13 overtime points. 
"Any time you let Caroline Mast have 32 points, you're going 
to have problems," BG coach Fran Voll said. "She is an 
excellent player." 
The Falcons not only had problems with Mast, but couldn't 
handle OU's full-court press late in the game. 
BG had a 66-60 lead with under two minutes to play in 
regulation. OU coach Amy Pritchard called the dreaded "3" 
defense, or the "press," which threw the Falcons for a loop. 
"OU DID the best job with the full-court press this season," 
Voll said. "They came at us 100 miles-per-nour, and we lost a 
little composure." 
Three attempts to move the ball up the court ended up in six 
Bobcat points, and the game looked more and more like OU 
might pull it out. 
'"Before the overtime period, the look in my girls' eyes told 
me they thought they could win," Pritchard said. "We won it 
on guts. We deserved to win." 
OU's play in the first half did everything but indicate they 
deserved to win. 
BG owned the Bobcats in the opening half. The Falcons held 
leads of 16-8, and 20-12, never losing their edge with 23 seconds 
left in the half. 
Enter Kathy Detillion, the baseline Bobcat. She tossed in 16 
points from what seemed to be her favorite spot on the floor, 
including an 18-footer to put OU up 28-27 before the half. 
"We have a tendency to come out slow," Pritchard said. "We 
knew if we could keep it close, we'd be okay. We're a second- 
half team." 
There were several keys to OU's win, but the one that 
unlocked the door for the Bobcats came with 33 seconds left in 
overtime. Paulette Backstrom went to the free-throw line to 
try and nail down a couple of freebies, but before she tossed her 
first shot, BG got tagged with a double lane violation. 
OU controlled the ensuing jump ball, and pushed its lead to 
three with iust 29 seconds to play. 
Three Falcon cagers scored in double figures, led by Stepha- 
nie Coe with 25 points. 
BG News/Peter Fellman 
BG center Steve Martenet drives to the hoop against Bobcat defenders John Rhodes (54). Steve Brunlng (24) 
and Paul Baron (30). The Falcons surprised OU 77-75 with Anthony Robinson's basket at the buzzer being the 
deciding factor. 
Bears to meet Pats 
in Super Bowl XX 
tags, but Jamerson hit his final 
basket of the game to cut the 
margin to one with 3:50 remain- 
ing. 
BOBCAT CENTER John Rho- 
des then tipped in a Jamerson 
misfire to give OU a 71-70 lead 
and senior guard Robert Tatum 
Increased the Bobcats' lead to 
three with 2:13 left when he 
canned a 20-foot jumper. 
But BG refused to fold and 
Robinson hit a jumper from the 
corner and Miller nailed a short jumper to give the Falcons a 74- 
73 lead with 1:12 remaining. 
Miller hit the front end of the 
one-and-one following an OU 
turnover to give BG a 75-73 lead 
with 23 seconds left, but Rhodes 
tipped in a shot with nine sec- 
onds to tie the game. The Fal- 
cons took the time-out to set up 
Robinson's heroics. 
• See Cagers, page 10. 
(AP) - It's going to be the 
Chicago Bears against the New 
England Patriots in Super Bowl 
XX on Jan. 26 in New Orleans. 
The New England Patriots 
never doubted themselves. 
Not when they were 2-3. Not 
when they had to win their last 
regular-season game to get into 
the playoffs. Not when they had 
to win in a stadium where they 
leers split with Wolverines 
BG was ranked number one in nation before loss to GM 
by Ron Fritz 
assistant sports editor 
ANN ARBOR - For the first 
time since winning the national 
championship in 1984, Bowling 
Green's hockey team found out 
what it's like to be at the top. 
Ranked first nationally in all 
four college hockey polls, the 
Falcons were upset by the Uni- 
versity of Michigan 7-4 Friday at 
BGSU's Ice Arena. But BG re- 
bounded for a 7-3 win at Yost 
Arena Saturday in Central Colle- 
giate Hockey Association action. 
"Michigan and BG is a great 
hockey rivalry," Falcon coach 
Jerry York said. "They have 
outstanding personnel. We're 
not ashamed to lose to them." 
BG goalie Gary Kruzich put 
"Everybody is shooting at you when 
you're number one. But the polls don't 
mean much at this time of the season. We 
want to be number one in the end." 
BG goalie Gary Kruzich 
the loss Friday into a different 
perspective. 
"Everybody is shooting at you 
when you're number one," Kru- 
zich said. "But the polls don't 
mean much at this time of the 
season. We want to be number 
one in the end." 
Saturday's game looked like it 
was going to be the second loss 
in a row for BG after the Wolver- 
ines grabbed a 2-0 lead in the 
first period on goals by Joe 
Lockwood and Frank Downing. 
However, the Falcons woke up 
as sophomore Don Barber 
netted a rebound of a Jamie 
Wansbrough shot past UM 
goalie Tim Makris at the 13:46, just 15 seconds after Downing's 
goal. Wansbrough then scored a 
power-play goal at 16:21 to tie 
the score 2-2. 
"I THOUGHT the first key to 
the game was when we went 
down by two goals," York said. 
"It was then we realized we lost 
the first night and we came 
back." 
BG News/Alex Hotvath 
Falcons' right wing Jamie Wansbrough skates past Michigan's Pat Golf en route to the Wolverines' goal. BG 
could not get by UM Friday, losing 7-4, but rebounded to win 7-3 Saturday with Wansbrough scoring two goals 
and two assists. 
The Wolverines had a chance 
to blow the game open in the 
first period, but BG goalie Gary 
Kruzich kept the Falcons close 
with excellent netrainding. Kru- 
zich made eight saves in the 
period, each one tougher than 
the other. 
"Kruzich kept them in the 
game," UM coach Red Beren- 
son said. "He is a big part of 
their defense." 
The Falcons took control of 
the game in the second period 
when sophomore center Brian 
Meharry broke through UM's 
defense and scored past Makris 
at 6:31. Just over a minute later, 
sophomore defenseman Brian 
McKee scored to give BG a 4-2 
lead. 
Junior wing Rob Urban then 
gave the Falcons a three-goal 
advantage at 18:37 when be di- 
rected a Meharry shot past Mak- 
ris, who had lost his stick and 
waffle after being knocked over 
by Urban. 
WANSBROUGH and Iain Dun- 
can added power play goals in 
the thrid period for BG while 
Downing netted his second of the 
game for the Wolverines. Wans- 
brough's goal moved him into 
second place on the Falcons' all- 
time goal list with 116 goals. 
BG converted four of seven 
power play opportunities Satur- 
day after being shutout in five 
power play tries the night be- 
fore. 
"I thought the second key for 
us was that we capatilized on 
our power plays," York said. 
"We moved the puck much bet- 
ter." 
Friday, UM was trailing 4-1 in 
the second period when they 
rallied for a 7-4 win over the 
Falcons.   Lockwood   got   the 
rie-winning goal at 16:32 of 
third period for the Wolver- 
ines. UM also added two empty- 
net goals late in the game. 
BG is now 20-6 overall and 18-4 
in the CCHA. The Wolverines 
are now 10-14 overall and 9-13 in 
the league. 
hadn't won in 19 years to reach 
the Super Bowl. 
"We're AFC champs," cen- 
terPete Brock said after New 
England broke an 18-game los- 
ing streak here by pounding the 
Miami Dolphins 31-14 in the con- 
ference championship game. 
"Today, there were two games 
played. We were in one. In two 
weeks, there'll be one game 
played and we'll be in it. 
"A lot of people will be home 
watching it. I know how that 
feels because I've been there. 
This feels great because this is 
where we were meant to be. ... 
We're going to the Super Bowl." 
The hurdles don't get any 
lower for a team that overcame 
a slow start that included a 20-7 
loss to the Chicago Bears. 
"I think they (the Bears) are 
going to be playing the best 
defense they've seen all year," 
said offensive guard Ron Woo- 
ten. "If we get the ball with the 
lead, I don't think they can shut 
us down." 
Since losing three of their first 
five games, the Patriots have 
won 12 of 14 to become only the 
third wild-card team to reach 
the Super Bowl. Their two most 
recent losses were by three 
points each. 
The Bears' Walter Payton was 
prepared to climb the mountain, 
but his teammates brought the 
mountain to him instead. 
After 11 seasons of carrying 
the Bears and National Football 
League tacklers on his back, a 
brilliant Bears defensive unit 
returned the favor Sunday, post- 
ing its second straight playoff 
shutout in a 24-0 blanking of the 
Los Angeles Rams in the Na- 
tional Football Conference title 
game. 
"Last year, after we lost to 
San Francisco, we learned to- 
morrow is never promised to 
anyone," said Payton, the 
NFL's all-time leading rusher 
"It took us 10 years to reach that 
eiteau. and who knows, it could 
ve taken us 10 years to steo UD 
to the next plateau." ^ 
But that's where the defense 
stepped in, paying Payton back 
for his years of exceptional serv- 
ice with a his first-ever trio to 
theSuperBowl. * 
The Bears held New York's 
Joe Morris to 32 yards on 13 
carries - the concu»°ion they 
inflicted was part o   .he pack- '■ 
age. 
On Sunday, the Rams limited 
Payton to 32 yards on 18 carries 
The Bears retaliated by shutting 
down Eric Dickerson, whom 
many already have dubbed Pay- 
ton's heir apparent. A week af- 
ter setting a ^layoff record with ' 
248 yards ag.unst Dallas, Dick- ; 
erson managed only 46 yards on 
17 carries. 
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Falcon gymnasts take tumble 
Injuries take toll on BG in season-opening loss at Kent State 
by Jeff McSherry 
sports reporter 
After Bowling Green's wom- 
ens' gymnastics team was 
soundly defeated by Kent State 
In its season opener on Sunday, 
there was one ominous question 
left in the Falcons' minds con- 
cerning the rest of the season. 
What else can go wrong for the 
lady tumblers? 
fte 167.9-163.3 away loss to 
the Golden Flashes was what 
BG coach Charles Simpson 
termed as "almost an embar- 
rassment" for his squad which 
won the Mid-American Confer- 
ence last year and three out of 
the last five seasons. 
The Falcons' subpar perfor- 
mance was due to a series of 
injuries to key performers on 
the team. The latest occurred 
moments before the meet when junior Tiffany Kosmerl, co-cap- 
tain and All-MAC in 1984, 
sprained her neck while warm- 
ing up for the contest. 
''Kent State is sort of a jinx 
meet for Tiffany." Simpson 
said."She injured herself here 
three years ago before the 
meet." 
According to Simpson, inju- 
ries to key team members, such 
as sophomores Maria Dechlara 
and Gretchen VanHaitsma, who 
is out for the year with a knee 
injury, and freshmen Cathy 
Benson, have virtually crippled 
this year's squad. The Falcons' 
woes were compounded by the 
loss of sophomore Gayle Bolek 
who recently transferred to an- 
other school. 
The injury to Kosmerl, how- 
ever, was especially detri- 
mental to the BG tumblers in 
their first competition. 
"We were really counting on 
Tiffany in this meet," Simpson 
said. ''Whether we realizedlt or 
not, her injury hurt our team a 
lot psychologically." 
While Simpson concluded that 
KSU "is a very strong squad - a 
real contender," he also said 
that BG is a much better team 
than what was shown on Sunday. 
BG was forced, however, to 
rely on the services of relatively 
inexperienced collegiate per- 
formers such as freshmen Julie 
Sobel and Susanne Bell, and juniors Mary Pat Farr ana Julia 
Wicks.   Simpson   noted   that 
Wicks "came through really 
well for us despite being some- 
what untested.'1 
In the all-around competition. 
Kent's Jenni Weber finished 
first, followed by teammates 
Wendie Burrier and Kathy Col- 
let. The next three finishers 
were BG's Lisa Shulman, Kris 
Byerly, and Shelley Staley. 
"We've got to improve in ev- 
ery event as far as difficulty and 
in our routines in general, be- 
tween now and the MAC," Simp- 
son said. "That was the worst 
beam we've had as long as I can 
remember." 
The Falcon's hope to turn 
around things this Saturday in 
their first home meet of the 
season. The Falcons host North- 
ern Illinois at 12:00 p.m Sunday, 
January 19, at Eppler North 
Gym. 
Howard 4Moe' Ankney   Pho*o/Univm^ N~» sen** 
Ankney- 
A degree 
of caring. 
For people who care about people- 
teachers, counselors, health and human 
services professionals—Northeastern Uni- 
versity has a special place where you can 
obtain the knowledge and skills needed 
to help others. Boston-Bouv6 College of 
Human Development Professions. 
You can reach out and further your 
career with Master Degree programs 
that include: 
Master of Education 
• Counseling 
• Consulting Teacher of Reading 
• Curriculum and Instruction 
• Educational Research 
• Human Development 
• Rehabilitation 
• Special Education 
Master of Science 
• Counseling Psychology 
• Physical Education 
• Physical Therapy 
• Recreation Management 
• Speech-Language Pathology & 
Audiology 
Doctoral and non-degree certification 
programs are also available. 
For more information and a free catalog, 
call (617) 437-2708 or write to Boston- 
Bouv6 College at the address below. 
Graduate School, BostonBouv* College of Human Development Professions 
107 Dockser Hall.Northeastern University, 360 Hunlington Ave , Boston, MA 02115 
Northfav!"" untvtvt, nan gqu.l ooportimiyanVm jnw action educational imtitution and trnploytf 
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(Continued from page 7.) 
rebuilding what was a senior- 
laden team, Ankney must also 
overcome a late start in recruit- 
ing. In addition, Fresno State's 
51-7 drubbing of BG in the Cali- 
fornia may compound the prob- 
lem of attracting high school 
e's no question that we 
have a late start. Our competi- 
tion's been recruiting for at least 
two weeks, but we're not so far 
behind that we can't catch up 
and have a good recruiting sea- 
son," be said. 
"I would like to think that (the 
lopsided Cal Bowl loss) wouldn't 
affect our recruiting, but realis- 
tically, it might have a small 
affect," he continued. "But my 
g on publicity is that any 
:ity is good publicity. As 
! as our name is mentioned, 
then people are going to remem- 
ber it. So the Cal Bowl may hurt 
us in the short run, but will help 
in the long run." 
In addition to recruiting play- 
ers, Ankney must also fill out his 
coaching staff, but foresees little 
trouble. 
"There are plenty of good 
coaches who would love to be at 
BG," be said. 
A defensive expert by trade, 
the 43-year old ex-Falcon quar- 
terback plans to involve himself 
in the offense, although he said 
that few changes would be made 
in the basic scheme. 
Regardless of his won-loss re- 
cord, Ankney said one one thing 
will remain constant - his enthu- 
siasm. 
"I'm going to be myself all the 
time, I'm enthusiastic and an- 
imate. I jump around and fall 
down in practice," he said. "But 
111 be a coach that BG fans can 
be proud of. I'm not going to 
embarrass anyone." 
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Meadowview   Courts 
Apartments 
Housing openings for Spring Semester 
Furnished efficiency 
$225.00 
Landlord pays gas, heat 
shared electric 
Unfurnished efficiency 
$200.00 
Landlord pays gas, heat 
shared electric 
One bdrm. furnished 
$270.00 
includes utilities 
One bdrm. unfurnished 
$250.00 
includes utilities 
Two bdrm. furnished 
$270.00 
plus gas & electric 
Two bdrm. unfurnished 
$265.00 
plus gas 8 electric 
All residents have the priviledge of using  The 
Cherrywood Health Spa located at 6** and High St. 
352-1195     214 Nqpoleon Rd. 
Pilot makes 
writing so exciting. 
eddie show 
the wolfpack 
•Jot 'bi-oe'} v^rw G*tieA&o — 
mike katon 
band 
The 
Pilot Precise 
roDing ball pen - 
the smooth, 
sleek way 
to get it on paper. 
It's thepen that writes as fine as it looks. A 
tiny ball held by a needle-like collar Is the 
secret to the comfort and smoothness you'll 
experience And because of  n,.. uriTl 
its ball, the Precise will write LPHjOTJ 
crisply through carbons.       /-Nrr">/-"Nio/0" 
Try either the fine or extra    LJ[QsL/lo<^ 
fine point Only II 19 each     I 
Available it 
University Bookstore 
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Photo/Phil Masturzo. funded by a Readers Digest grant 
Bowling Green quarterback Brian McClure prepares to hand off in last Saturday's Shrine East-West 
football game in Palo Alto. Calif. McClure completed four of eight passes for 57 yards to help the East 
defeat the West 18 7. 
McClure, East win Shrine game 
(AP) - Bowline Green's Brian 
McClure completed four of eight 
passes for 57 yards to help lead 
the East to an 18-7 victory Satur- 
day in the Bast-West Shrine 
game. 
Louisiana State's Garry 
James scored two touchdowns 
and ran for 83 yards for the East 
to win the most valuable offen- 
sive player. 
The largest crowd in the all- 
star game's 61-year history, 77,- 
000, saw the nationally televised 
charity contest at Stanford Sta- 
dium. 
Indiana quarterback Steve 
Bradley opened the game by 
marching the East 68 yards in 13 
plays for a touchdown. James 
capped the drive with a plunge 
from the one. 
Late in the first quarter, 
James bobbled a pass from 
Bradley and West linebacker 
Willie Pless of Kansas inter- 
cepted the ball before it hit the 
ground. The West moved to the 
East two-yard line but was 
stopped when Rypien fumbled a 
snap. 
James then made amends for 
his dropped pass by sprinting 15 
yards for a second TD to cap an 
89-yard drive by the East. Io- 
wa's Scotty Helverson gave the 
East a 15-0 lead when he ran for 
a two-point conversion after 
fumbling the snap from center 
and taking a lateral from kicker 
Brendan Toibin of Richmond. 
The West missed another 
chance to score when Alabama's 
Jon Hand blocked a 32-yard field 
goal attempt by Arizona's Max 
Zendejas. Hand was named the 
game's most valuable defensive 
player. 
The West finally scored with 
two seconds left in the half when 
Brigham Young quarterback 
Robbie Bosco scrambled two 
yards for a touchdown to cap a 
74-yard drive that cut the East 
lead to 15-7. 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON 
GENERAL FEE ALLOCATIONS 
The Advisory Committee on General Fee 
Allocations is now, distributing the Budget 
Request Forms to those student organizations 
seeking General Fee funds for 1986-87. This form 
is available in Room 305, Student Services 
Building. The forms must be completed and 
returned to Room 305 Student Services Building 
by Monday, February lo, 1! 
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WELCOME BACK STUDENTS 
WE MISSED YOU! 
Now that you're back we are ready to 
challenge the best the conference has to 
offer. With you behind us there's no telling 
what we can accomplish. 
Our next home game Is tomorrow night 
against Eastern Michigan. We'H need you as 
our sixth man if we are to beat the only team In 
the conference that has qualified for the MAC 
Tournament every season.     ' 
So come out to Anderson Arena for the 
basketball. Come out for the cheerleaders. 
Come out for the great BGSU Pep Band. 
Come out for the JC Penney Halfcourt Heave 
and a chance to win a color TV. Come out for 
the great halftlme shows. Come out for the 
giveaways and the chance to fly away to 
Florida. 
The women's game starts at 5:30 p.m. 
They're good. Our game starts at 8:00 p.m. 
There's free Florida posters courtesy of Low- 
enbrau for the first 1,000 fans and great 
gymnastics at halftlme. 
So come out of the cold and spend a hot 
winter night with us. Hope to see you there. 
1044 
NORTH 
MAIN 
STREET 
Kick back and relax with 
a good movie tonight! 
VISIT OUR COMPLETE 
VIDEO 
CENTER 
Large selection! No Membership Fee 
At Food Town's Video Rental Center! 
DAILY MOVIE 
RENTAL 
While supplies last! 
Choose from titles like... 
PRIZZIS H0N0R»ST. ELMOS FIRE* 
RAMBO-FIRST BLOOD, PART TW0» 
FLETCH & OTHER RECENT FAVORITES! 
VIDEO 
RENTAL 
CENTER 
ONIY AT 
1044 North 
Main St. 
Food Townl 
Special 99' rental valid thru Sunday, January 19, 1986. 
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Scribe looks back at 1985 sports 
% Rood this 
by Tom Reed 
sports editor 
The Villanova Wildcats turned 
an April Fool's Day gag Into 
reality. 
But their upset of Georgetown 
was just one of an assortment of 
unexpected twists which spiced 
the IMS year in sports. 
In 1965, the Washington 
Bullets' Manute Bol proved 
"thin was in." However, the 
Chicago Bears' William Perry 
and Atlanta Braves'pitcher 
Terry Forster brought the fun 
back into being fat. 
No one thought Bowling Green 
could defeat Kentucky. Nor 
could the "Calamity in 
California," have been foreseen. 
And it was almost 
inconceivable that a group of 
cheerleaders could cost 
Oklahoma an NCAA 
championship in football. 
Of course, some things ran 
true to form. The Edmonton 
Oilers won their second straight 
NHL championship, while Larry 
Bird was once again player of 
the year in the NBA. 
Here are some of the 
highlights of 1985, both 
nationally and in Bowling 
Green: 
SPORTING EVENT OF THE 
Cagers  
(Continued from page 7.) 
BG, who shot 56 percent for 
the game and 73 percent in the 
second half, was led by Jim 
Smith's 23 points. Miller scored 
19 points while sophomore cen- 
ter Steve Martenet added 17 
points, 11 in the second half. 
Robinson scored 12 points for the 
Falcons. 
Jamerson and Rhodes each 
scored 23 points to pace OU. 
Tatum added 14 for the Bobcats 
who shot 56 percent for the 
game. OU won the battle of the 
boards, 30-28. 
cOPY-RIGHT 
KM»'s Free HmSm Swvk* 
1-800-235-6919 
Use Kjnta>'» copyright mmkim 
service For information about 
reprinted articles, out of print 
books, and more. 
kinko-s 
openeartv rjpcnlate 
Open VRNMNHk 
325 E. Wooster 
354-3977 
PHILIP E 
O'CONNOft 
OHIO 
WOMAN 
iDogPrtH 
0* Win MM 
SPRINGBREAK 
Help us sponsor your 
Ft. Lauderdale, Daytona 
or Key West trip and 
you go for free! 
(NO) 368-2016 TOLL FREE 
YEAR — NCAA Championship 
basketball finals - For the past 
10 years, Philadelphia's biggest 
hero has been a ffctonal pugilist 
named Rocky Balboa. But not 
even Sylvester Stallone could've 
developed a better underdog 
script than Villanova did in the 
NCAA finals April 1. The 
Philadelphia-based team staged 
the biggest upset in recent 
sportsThistory by beating 
heavily-favored Georgetown 66- 
64. Villanova slaved the mighty 
Hoya's and dominating center 
Patrick Ewing by hitting 79 
percent of its second half shots 
from the field. 
BG SPORTING EVENT OF 
THE YEAR — BG-Kentucky football game; - In the second 
week of the season the 11-1 
Falcons catapulted into national 
prominence with a thrilling30-26 
victory over the Wildcats. Brian 
McClure fired three touchdowns 
and passed for 306 yards. 
Flanker Greg Meehan capped 
the dramatic comeback triumph 
with a leaping TD catch with just 15 seconds left. 
THREE MOST SIZEABLE 
CONTRIBUTORS OF THE 
YEAR- William 
"Refrigerator" Perry, Manute 
Bol, Spud Webb; - More suited 
for a Baraum & Bailey side- 
show act, this trio made its 
share of news in 1985. The 
"Refrigerator," the Chicago 
Bears' 315-pound defensive 
tackle, has been described as 
the best use of fatsince bacon. 
But while pleasantly plump, 
Perry is very agile. He gamed 
instant recognition after being 
employed in Chicago's backfield 
on goal line situations. 
Bol, the Washington Bullets' 
rookie center, is a walking 
advertisement for African 
famine. The 7-6 native of Sudan 
weighs just 195 pounds, but was 
drafted into the NBA after only 
one season at a small college. 
While Bol was above it all, 
Webb played more down to 
earth as his tiny 5-5 frame 
suggests. Despite his diminutive 
stature, Webb was drafted by 
the Atlanta Hawks and has 
helped them to a second-place 
standing in the Central Division. 
BEST/WORST ROOKIES OF 
THE YEAR — Mario Lemieui, 
Dieter Brock - Lemieux, the 
highly-touted center of the 
Pittsburgh Penguins, proved his 
greatness on his first shift in the 
NHL by scoring a goal. He 
netted 43 goals and finished fifth 
in the league with 100 points. 
Brock, the Los Angeles Rams 
quarterback plucked from the 
Canadian Football League, 
bombed in public as often as the 
PLO. His putrid performance in 
Sunday's NFC championship 
game against Chicago 
culminated a woeful first 
season. Brock completed just 10 
of 31 passes for 66 yards in 
Sunday's loss. 
BG ROOKIE OF THE YEAR 
— Paul Yaebaert - The Bowling 
Green center, grabbed Central 
Collegiate Hockey Association's 
Freshman of the Year honors by 
tallving 55 points, including 23 
BLOOPER OF THE YEAR — 
Sooner Schooner Caper - Some 
sports fans were still nursing a 
New Year's Eve hangover prior 
to the 1985 Orange Bowl. 
Undoubtedly, Oklahoma coach 
Barry Switzer laid the 
groundwork for one of his own, 
minutes after the game. Switzer 
was robbed of a possible 
national title by the Sooner 
cheerleaderswho chose an 
inopportune time for an on-field 
celebration during the 
Oklahoma-Washington contest. 
After a penalty, which 
negated a third-quarter field 
goal, the Sooners lined-up for 
another attempt. But the play 
was halted by the OU 
cheerleaders who rode the 
schooner, shaped like a 
chuckwagon, through the 
middle of the field and nearly 
knocked the OU placekicker 
headlong. The schooner driver 
said later he never noticed the 
first field goal was disallowed. 
However, he was well aware of a 
15-yard penalty which was 
slapped on the schooner for 
delaying the game. 
The Sooners third field-goal 
attempt, which would have 
B'ven them a 10-point lead, was 
ocked. The Huskies scored on 
their next two possessions and 
won the game 28-17 denying OU 
a possible championship. 
BEST TV CAMERA WORK 
OF THE YEAR - a tie NBC ft 
ABC - NBC captured a livid 
Barry Switzer hurling obsenities 
at the schooner driver after it 
rode away with Oklahoma's 
possible national title. 
ABC claims a share of the 
award with its famous reverse 
angle close-up of Joe Theismann 
having his leg broken by the 
New York Giants on a Monday 
Night Football telecast. 
WORST SPORTS MOVIE OF 
THE YEAR — Rocky IV; - In 
1985, Sylvester Stallone 
launched the biggest anti- 
communist crusade since 
Senator Joe McCarthy in the 
1950s. Fresh from killing every 
Vietnamese soldier, Rambo 
Stallone returns to the ring and 
challenges a mammoth Soviet 
fighter named Ivan Drago. 
Rocky IV is very entertaining. 
But Stallone goes overboard 
with his Russian stereotypes, 
making Rocky IV reminisent of 
the Nazi's anti-Soviet 
propoganda films of the 1930s. 
Also, the Rocky sequels are 
becoming increasing 
unbelieveable. What started as 
an appealing rags-to-riches plot 
in the original movie has taken 
on comic book characteristics. 
Rocky has disposed of: Apollo 
Creed, Clubber Lang, and the   . 
superhuman Drago. For Rocky 
V possible opponents include: 
Indiana Jones, Lex Luther, and I 
Godzilla. 
BG ATHLETE OF THE 
YEAR — Brian McClure - 
Though armed with an 
outstanding supporting cast, 
McClure still played the I 
role in propelling BG into 
national prominence. The 
Falcon sfgnalcaller who 
finished 300 yards shy of Doug 
Flutie's NCAA career passim 
mark, threw for 485 yards in I 
final game of the season agains11 
Ohio University. McainVs 
accomplishment received an 
abundance of national 
recognition for himself and 
Bowling Green. 
CO-ATHLETES OF THE 
YEAR - Marcus Allen 4 
Marvin Haglcr - Allen literally 
carried the Los Angeles Raiders I 
to the playoffs. The USC 
graduate registered nine 
straight 100-plus yard games. 
He led the NFL in rushing for 
over 1,700 yards. 
Billy Crystal would be have 
been proud of Hagler because he 
was absolutely "Mahvelous," in I 
his pummeling of Tommy 
Hearns to retain his title. The 
Hagler-Heams confrontation 
lasted just eight minutes, but it 
may have been the most 
exciting fight since the Ali- 
Frazier "Thrilla in Manilla." 
Choosing a long distance 
company is a lot like choosing 
a roommate. 
It's better to know what they're 
like before you move in. 
Living together with someone for the first 
time can be an "educational" experience. 
And living with a long distance company 
isn't any different. Because some companies 
may not give you all the services you're used to 
getting from AT&T. 
For instance, with some companies you have 
to spend a certain amount before you qualify for 
their special volume discounts. With some 
others, voice quality may vary. 
But when you choose AT&T, there won't be 
any surprises when you move in. You'll get the 
same high-quality, trouble-free service you're 
used to. 
With calls that sound as close as next door. 
Guaranteed 60% and 40% discounts off our Day 
Rate-'so you can talk during the times you can 
relax. Immediate credit for wrong numbers. 
Operator assistance and collect calling. 
So when you're asked to choose a long dis- 
tance company, choose AT&T. Because whether 
you're into Mozart or metal, quality is the one 
thing everyone can agree on. 
Reach out and touch someone? 
s 
©1985 AUT Commonicotions 
AT&T 
The right choice. 
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BfflCOMi SACK 
Prices & Items Effective at the 
Bowling Green Kroger Store Only! 
Jan. 13 thru Jan. 19, 1986! . 
iSfmk 
COST CUTTER COUPON COST CUTTER COUPON 
With Tomato Sauce 
CAMPBELL'S 
PORK & BEANS 
16-oi. 
Cant 1 301 
ADDITIONAL PURCHASES 2/W 
Limit Four Cans With Coupon & SI 0 Purchase. (Excluding beer, wine & cigarettes) 
One coupon per customer VolidJon 13 thru Jon  19,1986 
Subject to applicable state and local taxes 
Extra Lean 100% Pure 
(4-lb. Package or Larger) 
"MORE-BEEF" 
GROUND BEEF 
Pound ^ Bn^    ^"^"^ 
Available Only in Stores 
with Floral Shoppes! 3-Inch 
FOLIAGE PLANTS 
BUT ONE PUNT AT REGULAR RETAIL, 
GET ONE PLANT, FREE! 
Limit One Free Plant, Please! 
Assorted Varieties 
RAMEN PRIDE 
NOODLES 
5**1 
Assorted Flavors 
Weight Watchers 
10GURT 
48-01.   T 
CUM 
BVi-oi. 
Can 
Kroger (In Oil or Water) 
CHUNK 
LIGHT TUNA 
59' 
Kroger 
CRACKED 
WHEAT BREAD 
El 
Assorted Colors 
COTTONELLE 
BATH TISSUE 
.. 77< Paokaga   *W       aW 305 
ADDITIONAL PURCHASES 11.11 
Limit One Package Wtih Coupon 8. $10 Purchase. (Excluding beer, wine 4 cigarettes) 
One coupon per customer. Valid Jon   13 thru Jan 19,1986 
Subject to applicable state and local taxes 
14-oz. Bag 
NACH0 CHIPS 
BUT 1 -LB. NACH0 CHEESE SAUCE AT 
REGULAR RETAIL, GET ONE BAB OF 
NACHO CHIPS, FREE! 
Limit One Free Bag, Please! 
Subject to Applicable Tax! Tab, Sprite, 
Classic, Cherry, Regular or Diet 
COCA- 
COLA 
Liter 
Bottle 88 
Available only in stores with Deli's 
FRESH 
BAGELS 
5 1 
Available only in stores 
with Floral Shoppes! 
ASSORTED 
CARNATIONS 
31 
Full of Flavor 
MOVIE TYME 
POPCORN 
Available only in stores with Deli's 
CINNAMON 
BREAD 
VIDEO CENTER 
OVER 600 MOVIES! 
We have recently doubled the selection available at 
your nearby Kroger store a. id all are for daily rental' 
DAILY MOVIE RENTAL M.99 
VHS RECORDERS 
Available for Daily Rental! 
NO DEPOSIT REQUIRED! 
xjmn 
m 
Boating a aw to is groat homo 
i EHTERTAIHMEHT Go Krogering 
■ L 
ADVtRTOEOlTtMPOLICY   EachC •*•»• «*^^'^«'t^^W^^'Jy^^£JSJS 
FICTM AT B&WIING GREEN KROGER STORE WAV JAN   I) THRU JAN 19. 1966' 
Available only in stores with Deli's! Any Size 
BIRTHDAY 
CAKE 
One coupon per customer. Valid Jan. 13 thru 
Jan. 19,1986. Subject to applicable state and 
local taxes. 
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Capital punishment juries 
studied by Supreme Court 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
Supreme Court is examining 
the way Juries are chosen in 
death penalty cases in an 
appeal from Arkansas that 
could affect many of the more 
than 1,000 death row inmates 
nationwide. 
At issue is whether it is f au- 
to exclude all death penalty 
opponents from juries that 
determine guilt or innocence 
in capital cases. 
The high court announced 
Oct. 7 it would review the 
question, and, possibly as a 
result, the pace of executions 
in the United States slowed 
dramatically. 
Since then there have been 
only three executions, and 
only James Terry Roach, who 
died Friday in South Caroli- 
na's electric chair, chal- 
lenged the sentence up until 
the end. 
Prior to Oct. 7, executions 
in the nation during 1965 oc- 
currred on the average of 
about twice a month. 
There have been 51 execu- 
tions since the Supreme Court 
allowed states to reinstate the 
death penalty in 1976. 
IN THE present case, the 
court is expected to decide by 
July whether excluding from 
capital cases all potential Ju- 
rors who say they could never 
vote for a death sentence cre- 
ates a "conviction-prone" jury. 
In 1968, the high court ruled 
that state prosecutors may 
exclude from such juries any- 
one with absolute scruples 
against the death penalty but 
may not bar those with only 
general reservations about 
capital punishment. 
The ruling left unanswered 
whether such "death-qual- 
ified" juries-those from 
which absolute opponents to 
capital punishment are ex- 
cluded-are biased toward 
convicting defendants. 
The 8th U.S. Circuit Court 
of Appeals ruled, 5-4, a year 
ago that there was substan- 
tial evidence to believe such juries are prone to convict 
The appeals court said a 
"deaUKjualified" jury vio- 
lates the defendant's constitu- 
tional right to be tried by a 
true cross-section of the com- 
munity. It is similar, for ex- 
ample, to excluding all 
Democrats or all Republi- 
cans, or all those who favor or 
opposed abortion rights, the 
appeals court said. 
IT STRUCK down the mur- 
der conviction of Arkansas 
death row inmate Ardia Mc- 
Cree for the killing of Evelyn 
Boughton, 54, a Camden, 
Ark., gift shop operator, dur- 
ing a 1978 robbery. 
The appeals court ordered 
a new trial for McCree, and 
Arkansas officials appealed 
to the Supreme Court. 
Thirty-three states, includ- 
ing Arkansas, of the 37 that 
have capital punishment re- 
quire   ''death-qualified"  Ju- 
If the Supreme Court 
upholds the 8th Circuit court 
ruling, it could mean the 
states will have to impanel 
separate juries in capital 
cases. 
The first jury would deter- 
mine guilt or innocence and 
could include death penalty 
opponents. 
PHI KAPPA PSI 
JAN  14     PIZZA NIGHT meet the brote and enjoy some hot pica 
JAN 16   ENTERTAINMENT NIGHT nx^,movies,mm 
JAN 21     NACHOS NIGHT seeCMMoyetpfeparehisfamousnachos 
JAN 23     SPLASH NIGHT plenty of chances to win sunglasses and other 
items by lee Splash 
JAN 28   RUSH WRAP UP 
ALL EVENTS START AT 7:30 N 
PARSONS 
SCHOOL OF DESIGN 
Special Summer Programs 
PARIS 
WEST AFRICA 
ITALY 
LAKE PLACID 
JAPAN 
NEW YORK 
GREECE 
International programs offer courses including painting, drawing, 
printmaking, fashion, graphic design, photography, decorative arts, 
architectural history, art history, archaeology, ceramics, fibers, 
metals, surface design and papermaking. Undergraduate and 
graduate credit is available to qualified students.  For more 
information, mail the coupon below or call the Office of Special 
Programs: (212) W-8975 
Parsons School of Design, Office of Special Programs, 
66 Fifth Avenue. New York. NY 10011 
Please send me a brochure on Parsons Special Summer Programs. 
Name _ 
Address 
City   _ State Zip Si 
I am a   D college student   □ teacher   D other 
Astronauts study comet 
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. 
(AP) - Columbia's astronauts 
are taking advantage of the best 
seats ever for viewing Bailey's 
comet, and will be using the 
Earth to block out the sun for a 
better view of the speeding 
chunk of ice and space debris. 
Viewing the comet and seek- 
ing sources of ultraviolet radia- 
tion among the stars were the 
major experiments on a sched- 
ule devoted mainly to astron- 
omy on the astronauts' first full 
day in space. 
Columbia shed its postpone- 
ment Jinx with a spectacular 
pre-dawn liftoff Sunday, and 9tt 
hours later the crew launched 
the world's most powerful com- 
mercial communications satel- 
lite, RCA's |S0 million Satcom 
KU-1. The astronauts had 
waited out seven delays in 25 
days. 
"It's on its way," Mission Con- 
trol radioed after a rocket en- 
gine ignited to propel the 
satellite toward stationary orbit 
22,300 miles above the Earth. 
"That's great," replied Rob- 
ert Gibson, the mission com- 
mander. He said his crew 
"really did a nice job of getting 
that thing out" 
RCA, WHICH paid the Na- 
tional Aeronautics and Space 
Administration $14.2 million for 
the delivery, said Satcom will be 
capable of providing video and 
audio communications for all of 
the United States except Alaska, 
transmitting a signal powerful 
enough to Be received by dish 
antennas as small as three feet. 
George Nelson and Steve 
Hawley, both astrophysicists, 
will operate the astronomy ex- 
periments and will have an ex- 
clusive view of the comet as it 
nears the sun on its once-every- 
76-years swing through this part 
of the solar system. 
"You can't observe Halley's 
from the ground as it makes its 
closest approach to the sun in 
January because of the sun's 
brightness," explained S. Alan 
Stern of the University of Colo- 
rado, who is principal Investiga- 
tor tor an experiment named 
CHAMP, or Comei Halley Ac- 
tive Monitoring Program. 
Stern said that for about 10 
minutes of each 90-minute orbit, 
the shuttle crew will be in posi- 
tion to observe the comet while 
the Earth blocks out much of the 
sun's brightness. 
Nelson, who will operate the 
CHAMP cameras, said in an 
interview before the flight, 
"Well be taking some photo- 
graphs and spectral mea- 
surements for the purpose of 
documenting the comet, and 
well be doing it from above the 
atmosphere where we can get a 
real clear look at it. We're going 
to use the apparatus over the 
course of three flights, so we 
should be able to get a good 
consistent set of data on Hal- 
ley's." 
STERN SAID the instruments 
''primarily will be looking at 
water. The comet is basically an 
ice ball, and when the sun melts 
the ice, it breaks the water down 
into constituents. Well study 
these to learn about the comet's 
atmosphere." 
Hawley wifl use two tele- 
scopes to search the universe for 
sources of luminous clouds of 
ultraviolet radiation. 
Rep. Bill Nelson, a Florida 
Democrat riding as a congres- 
sional observer, planned several 
medical experiments today, 
while Robert Cenker was to aim 
a camera at Earth and F ranklin 
Chang-Diaz, the first Hispanic- 
American astronaut, was to op- 
erate a materials processing 
machine. Pilot Charles Bolden 
was helping Gibson fly Colum- 
bia and monitor spacecraft sys- 
tems. 
ilft MA lAaMtMMMM 
Klotz 
Flower 
Farms 
Come out to Klotz for all your plant needs. 
Clay Pots 
Saucers 
Potting Soils 
Fertilizer 
Fungicides 
Insecticides 
With Assorted Foilage Plants 
(Direct Shipment from Florida) 
We are also ready to serve all your flower and gift needs 
Balloons Cut Flowers & Arrangements 
Stuffed Animals      (pre-made & made to order) 
"Come see our newly remodeled 
showroom & greenhouses" 
906 Napoleon 353-8381 
■%t" 
CHECK US OUT FOR 
FALL RENTALS 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
* EAST MERRY AVENUE APARTMENTS 
* RIDGE MANOR APARTMENTS 
* FIELD MANOR APARTMENTS 
* FRAZEE AVENUE APARTMENTS 
WE ALSO HAVE 
* HOUSES 
* GRADUATE STUDENT BUILDINGS 
GREENBRIAR INC. 
224 E. WOOSTER 
352-0717 
atta H M H M W H 
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Domestic, military cuts 
expected due to deficit 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The gov- 
ernment will overshoot this 
year's deficit target by seme $47 
billion, forcing cuts of 4.3 per- 
cent in domestic programs and 
4.9 percent for the military on 
March 1, Reagan administration 
officials said yesterday. 
The cuts would have been far 
larger had Congress not limited 
them under a new budget-bal- 
ancing law to $11.7 billion for the 
remainder of fiscal 1986, which 
began last Oct. 1. 
Still, they were expected to 
produce major disruptions 
throughout the federal bu- 
reaucracy. 
White House spokesman 
Larry Speakes said the Office of 
Management and Budget had 
notified federal agencies of the 
cuts necessary to carry out the 
new Gramm-Rudman budget- 
balancing law. 
The law, whose constitutional- 
ity is being challenged in federal 
court by a dozen members of 
Congress and by a federal em- 
Soyees union, seeks to reduce 
e annual deficit to zero by 1991 
through a series of steps-be- 
ginning with a reduction to 1172 
billion in 1986. 
UNDER THE ACT, the $11.7 
billion in cuts are to be triggered 
if the estimated deficit for fiscal 
1966 - as calculated by the OMB 
and the Congressional Budget 
Office - exceeds the 1986 target 
by $20 billion or more. 
The CBO and the OMB are to 
issue their separate projections 
on the deficit tomorrow. How- 
ever, officials at both agencies 
already have said their reports 
would easily show deficits high 
enough to trigger the cuts. 
A congressional official who 
spoke only on condition of ano- 
nymity said the CBO forecast of 
the deficit will top $220 billion. 
Last year, the annual deficit 
soared to $212 billion. 
The OMB protection, to be 
based on slightly more opti- 
mistic economic assumptions, is 
expected to project a somewhat 
lower deficit figure than the 
congressional one. 
An administration official who 
also spoke on the condition that 
be not be identified said the 
OMB's forecast would be only 
slightly lower than the CBO's 
and would still come in "about 
$220 billion." 
"We're pretty close together 
on this," the official said. 
HE SAD) the agencies were 
told of the 4.3 percent to 4.9 
percent cuts for planning pur- 
poses, and so that figures to be 
plugged into President Reagan's 
1987 budget - to be submitted to 
Congress on Feb. 3-could be 
updated. 
A deficit of $220 billion would 
top me 1986 target by $47 billion. 
And, even though the 1986 cuts 
are limited to $11.7 billion, the 
higher-than-expected deficit for 
1966 means it will be even 
harder to make the 1987 require- 
ment for reducing the deficit to 
$144 billion. 
Earlier, the administration 
said Reagan's 1967 budget would 
include $50 billion in spending 
cuts to make that target. But 
that assumed that the deficit 
would be lowered by 1987 to Just 
under $200 billion - which BOW 
seems doubtful given the new 
budget estimates. 
Thus, $64 billion or more in 
cuts might be needed to meet the 
1987 targets, given the new bud- 
get projections, administration 
and congressional budget offi- 
cials suggested 
If Congress fails to enact cuts 
needed to bring the deficit down 
to the Gramm-Rudman target, 
automatic cuts of that magni- 
tude would be triggered. 
Both the CBO and OMB as- 
sembled their deficit data based 
on economic conditions that pre- 
vailed in the nation Friday. 
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PHI GAMMA DELTA 
SPRING RUSH 1986 
TCJES. JAN. 14th 
THURS. JAN. 16th 
TCJES. JAN. 21st 
THGRS. JAN. 23rd 
TCJES. JAN. 28th 
THGRS. JAN. 30th 
DOGS AND SUDS 
MEET THE BROTHERS 
FIJI ISLAND 
THE 19th HOLE 
2001/THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT 
BLACK DIAMOND EVENING 
ALL RUSHES ARE 7:30-9:30 P.M. 
For more information, contact 
the FIJI HOUSE at 372-8331 
irid iru iru iru irid irid irid irid irid irid irid irid irid irid irid irid irid irid irid irid£: 
7   Student Recreation Center 
LEARN TO SWIM PROGRAM 
Saturdays, January 25 - April 19      Fee $6.00 
(No class Saturday, February 22, March 22, and March 29) 
CUSS SIZE LEVEL HOURS LOCATION 
H wmrtsbiti WKMtMim Andrtwt Pool 
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IS ^    Adwoctd Btgfemri 9:15-10:00 im. Coopof Pod 
IS IntonMdbtM 9:15-1 WO un Coop* Pod 
IS Svimmtrs 10:20-11:15 un. CooporPod 
11 DM*g 1(M0-11:15im. CooporPod 
NEW!'15 Synchronized Swta 11:15*011 CooporPod 
I Hy*l (1/30*10) 
Tnvnoiy •wfmoj 
7:00*01 p*. 
No dm 307 
CooporPod 
1 
11 ThmpMicMR 
(WNQWF 
1:30*11) UP. 
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Andrew Pool 
•NIFN 
IMfipiMCMM 
(laMfl)T-Tll 
1:30*30 in 
No dm 3/25, 
Hid 3/27 
Andrtwi Pool 
News Briefs 
Terrorist's threats result in tightened secu rity 
THE HAGUE, Netherlands (AP) - Authori- 
ties barricaded approaches to the U.S. Em- 
bassy and sent more police to patrol near other 
possible American targets of Palestinian ter- 
rorists thought to be preparing a strike against 
Americans, Israelis or Jews. 
But officials who spoke recently on condition 
they not be identified said it would be virtually 
impossible to guard all the potential targets. 
"Our police are at a loss what to do," a source 
said. 
"Imagine all the Israeli, Jewish or American 
(targets) in a community. How do you guard 
them?" asked the source. "The embassy or 
consulate, that's easy. But lust private 
things?" 
The Justice Ministry said that a high alert 
begun Thursday because of an Interpol warn- 
ing against a possible attack by the Abu Nidal 
terror group against Israelis or Jews in the 
Netherlands or Scandinavia was expanded 
Sunday to include possible U.S. targets. 
Maggots gear up for annual March Magathon 
SEELEY LAKE, Mont. (AP) - Grab your 
favorite maggots and get them in training. 
Bruce Bums is doing it again - promoting 
Montana's only maggot race for a second 
consecutive year. 
Bums says the Second Annual Magathon, 
sponsored by the World Organization of Racing 
Maggots (WORM), is scheduled March 8-9 at 
his Barney's Bar & Cafe in Seeley Lake. 
Last year's inaugural event attracted inter- 
national media attention. 
Burns says he expects even more interest this 
year since the 1964 event was such a success. 
Including timed trials, grudge matches and 
the final dash-for-the-cash Magathon, the event 
will be held on Barney's six-lane, foot-long 
indoor maggot-racing course. 
"It is expected that there will be several new 
challengers from throughout the United States, 
Canada and other comers of the world" be- 
cause of last year's success, he said. 
Water possibly contaminated, officials fear 
MIAMISBURG, Ohio (AP) - Local and state 
officials say they are testing drinking water in 
this Dayton suburb for tritium, a form of 
radioactive hydrogen, because of fears about 
spills from Monsanto Research Corp.'s Mound 
Facility. 
City Councilman Paul Gutshail said some of 
the fears have been sparked by state officials 
as they fight with federal officials about who is 
in charge of cleaning up environmental prob- 
lems at federally owned facilities. 
In November, the state attorney general's 
office sent a letter demanding $33 million for 
cleaning up a 1969 spill of toxic plutonium-238 or 
for damage to the environment if further test- 
ing showed that it had not been cleaned up 
"They had everybody wondering if they were 
going to be glowing in the dark," Gutshail said. 
City water wells are across the Great Miami 
River about a quarter mile from the Mound 
Facility, said Claude Berry, the city's water 
superintendent. 
The Mound Facility, operated by Monsanto 
for the U.S. Department of Energy, manufac- 
tures trigger devices for nuclear weapons and 
power sources for space satellites and uses 
tritium in the process. 
'gsr 
Purchase Any 12" or 16" 
one item pizza only... 
Additional Items    .990 
Bowling Green— 352-1539 
Sunday-Wednesday 
4:00 p.m.-2:00 a.m. 
Thursday-Saturday 
4:00 p.m.-3:00 a.m. 
Oar Ortaart Carry ImTtaitUO DO EipIlM F.b    1. 1(|| 
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PLACEMENT SCHEDULE 
BtBSdllBlli, On-Csmpui Interview Appolnl- 
seents. The last day of signups tor Interviews 
during the penod of January 21 through 
January 31 w« be held on Wednesday Jan IS 
■I4 pm In the North East Commons Education 
Mgn-upe wB be held at 6 pm In the Forum ol the 
Student Services BuUIng Al regatranta moat 
have ■ First Choice Interview Card in order to 
pen), kiali ri the first day of slgn-upe Alter the 
Brat day. students and alumni ae may sign up 
tor interviews from 8 am to 5 pm at University 
"taoetnsK Services 380 Student Services 
BuUng A CREDENTIAL FORM MUST BE SUB- 
MITTED FOR EACH INTERVIEW SCHEDULED 
AT THE TIME OF SIGN UP.lt lor any reason you 
cannot keep your appovitment. please cal the 
Unrveraity Placement Services no later than 9 
am one work day belore your scheduled inter- 
view The telephone number is 372 2356 
Fefure to do so wB be considered insufficient 
notice Two insufficient notices we be con- 
sidered e "NO Show' and result in forfeiture of 
sign-up and mtervtewng pnveagee for the next 
rscruMng penod NO SHOW POUCYFature to 
appear lor a scheduled interview wil result m 
mmediele suspension of your sign-up and inter- 
viewing pnvesges for the neirt recruiting period 
You are required to send a letter of apology to 
the employer, schedule an appointment with a 
Placement counselor, end fee a copy of this let- 
ter with the University Placement Services Any 
student who twice fata to honor an interview 
commitment will be denied Interviewing 
pnvasges lor the remrander ot the ecademlc 
yeer Tueedey, January 21 
Flreetone Tire and Rubber Co 
Synoo Business Systems 
US Air Force 
Wednesday. January 22 
Burroughs Corporation 
John H   HarlervJ Company 
Thursday. January 23 
Deacnam Products 
Friday. January 24 
East Ohio Gas Company 
McLean Trucking Company 
Nationel City Corporation 
National Security Agency 
Tuesday, January 2B 
Bar* One. Clevelend 
Eeatman Kodak Company 
Huntviglon National Bank 
McOonnel Douglas Corporation 
The Otao State Unrveraity 
School ol Architecture 
Owena««nois. Ubbey Drv 
Wednesday. January 28 
Caroena Freight Camera 
Eaatman-Kodek Company 
Frltc-Lay. mc 
School Oatnct ot Qreenvfee Co 
Thursday. January 30 
Computer Task Group, toe 
Crowe. Crete*, and Company. CPAa 
Dukes Foods Dtv . SCM Corp 
Eastman Kodak Company 
No<e« Corporation 
Toledo Trust Company 
The Turner Corporehon 
Friday. January 31 
AmenTruat 
Computer Task Group. Inc. 
Stoufter Fooda Corporation 
YotOw Freight System. Inc. 
CAMPUS It CITY EVENTS 
ACE Is elecWig new officers eoonlll THINK 
about a end gel involved 
Any Server plennmg to graduate \n May must fl 
out an aprjBcanon tor graduation Appecetlone 
any avaBeWe In your coeege office, except the 
Cotsge ol Education and ABed ProleaeJom 
when can be f«eo out at the Office of Regretre 
Bon and Records 
ATTN ALL TOUR GUIDES Pluai remember 
our 2nd semester mandatory lueelhiual You 
must attend one Please bring your schedules. 
ae we wB be signing up tor tours Wed.. Jan. 
18. 8:30-7:30 McFel Assembly Thurs., Jan. 
18, 8:30-7.30 McFel Assembly Remember, 
the 18th « Ihe KEY PHOTO, please drees ar> 
leait year at Bwe Base, an coasd attend school 
"1 Ms Caroenea. New MeOco Colorado. Msna 
or ever 30 Oder stalee Find out how to attend 
another ooBage BBseM paying out-of stale toes 
or loosng BOSU credits through NATIONAL 
STUDENT EXOIAfeSE-oontect 2-8202 or 231 
Admin tor Into Deedane Feb. 20 
STUOOfT    OfttAJelZATIOMS 
WORKSHOP Wed Jan. 29 8:30-8 30pm 
Town Room, Unrveraity Union. "The ACQFA 
Proceea-Mow to Apply kX Funding ■ Dr. Bob 
Anowemth, Aaat vice PresUant tor Student 
Affair. Sponaored by the OfSce ol student Ac- 
rMtlee end Orientation 
Live Reggae Tribute to Bob Merley 
with Cruciel DBC 
9 00 pm Thus. Fab. etn NE Commona 
A Black HHtory Month Event 
Sponaored by Cenbbeen Aaaoc 
end BUCK Student Union 
FREE 
J.T.'s PIZZA 
12" French Bread Pine-Only S1.7S 
Phone 352-6475 
J-T.'e PIZZA   ~ 
IB" Bun Blue osa| 33.78 
Phone 382-4471 
J-T.'SPtaa 
10" cheese     onty 31.75 
Phone 342-5475 
iT.'a PIZZA   "* 
14" cheese pizza-Only 12.75 
343-4471  
JOSN TW "W€ CARE TEAM" AMD BC AN 
OaasWTATMN AesMTANT. APPUCATIONS 
AVAAABLE AT 404 STUDENT SERVICES. 
1 Female rrnto  needed for Spring Semeater 
University VBege Cat 363-4301       
F roothmata needed tor Spring nemester Own 
bedroom. $150-mo and tninaportarkxi re- 
OUYad   Cal Joy 352 0968   
Female roommate needed for Spring Semeeter 
Cloae to campus Cat 352-7888 
Female to share apt with 3 others $120 0 
Free heal, no deposit, does Phone Ion 
363-0821. 382-8401 
1 Fe. iswe.nnilnl. Very dose to campus 
Fern, new carpeting. Cell soon   354-1404 
HELP WANTED 
The Board ol Stock Culture! Actrvmae » epon- 
eortng a march In honor ot Dr  Martin Luther 
Kngji WeJ.Jsn IS. 1988 at 8 00 pm Star 
Bng from the Student Services Bftrjg. pro- 
ceeding to Proof Chapel 
The CoBsge Access Prrjgrarm-Educattonal 
Talent Search w4 be sponsoring severel Col 
toga Fnancial Aid Workshops Wed . Jan. 18. 
1988 Scott High School. 2400 CoBngwood 
Bard . Toledo. OH 7 30 9 00pm 
LSAT-MCAT-GMAT-GRE 
NTE'CPA REV^W-NCtEX-RN 
KAPLAN ErjUCATlONAL CENTER 
NO. 1 M TEST PREPARATION 
(4181638-3701 TOLEDO 
WEDNESDAY KITE MOVIES 
*»0-"0eep. Seeshf Susan' 1 Medonn. 
11:30-"Purple Rain" M Prince 
TACOt3tor31.BO-a.ttpn, 
MOCOVER 
MAM ST. 
312-3703 
Babysitter Mon Frl 9 am to 1 pm Cloae to 
campus Please oat even If only avaaable some 
days 353-1882 after 2 pm 
F"The BG News' .Classified Information. Maii-ln Form 
DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication no later than 4 p.m. 
(BG News not responsible (or postal service delays) 
RATES: per ad are 60' per line, $1.80 minimum. 
50' extra per ad lor bold type 
Approximately 35 45 spaces per line. 
PREPAYMENT is required for all non-university related business and individuals 
NOTICE: The News will not be responsible (or error due to illegibility or incomplete information. Please 
Come to 214 West Hall immediately if there is an error in your ad. The news will not be 
responsible tor typographical errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions. 
CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM 
Name  
Address  
Social Security # or Account #  
(For billing purposes only) 
Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear: 
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)  
Phone # 
Classification In which you wish your ad to appear: 
       Campus & City Events*   
       Lost & Found   
       Rides   
      Services Offered   
      Personals 
"Campus/City Event ads are published free of charge for on* day for a non-profit event or meeting only. 
Wanted 
Help Wanted 
For Sale 
For Rent 
Dates ol insertion . 
Total number ol days . 
Mail to: (On or Off-Campus Mail) 
The BG News 
214 West Hall BGSU 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
(Checks payable to BG News) 
Phone: 372-2601 
To Remember Merlin Luther King • 
belndey. Or Marvin He**   , 
wB apeak on "The Contemporary 
Relevancy ol Dr King a Influence on 
International Affaire • 
Wed. Jan. 16. 1988 
7:30 p m . CNo SuHe. Union 
sponaored by Stock Student Union 
Be an angel - be a Pi Phi 
SERVICES OFFERED 
PREGNANT? CONCERNS? Free pregnancy 
teat. Objective Ho. Cat now 3S4-HOPE 
(44731 Hr». U. Th 12 noon 8pm T.W 10 
am-2pm. Set  12noon-2pm. 
FUl RUSH TONIGHT 7:30-9 30 
Joel (a) Furs In our 
nee to the top 
TONK3HT IS 0OOS ANO SUOS NWHT 
FUl RUSH TONWHT 7 30-9 30 
Join the FUIS In our 
nee to the lop 
Tonight la DOG ANO SUDS NIGHT 
CHILD CARE BOSTON AREA We have many 
ranveea looking lor loving chad care workers 
One yea; commitment, exceaent salary. 
benefits, round trip transportation ABene Flech. 
CMdcere Placemen! Service. 149 Buckrrwieler 
Rd . Brooklne. MA 02146. 617 586 6294 
H any student from the Toledo area la coming a) 
BOapprox 10:00 am Mon thru Fit pteeee cat 
Ihe Picture Place. Urev. Union, for a K* 
372 8891   Cheryl 
Wanted 95 Angela 
Apply In parson 
January 22 
SUMMER ANO CAREER JOBS AVAILABLE 
Resort HoWa. Cnase Liners and Amusement 
Parka   are   now  accepting   appscabons   for 
employment1 To receive an appkeahon and rv 
formation. Write Tourism Information Services 
P.O. Box 7411 HSton Head Island, SC 29928 
PERSONALS 
1986   Great New Year 
Why? 
'Cause PI Phis hsnel 
Angela and Arrows are on the way. January 22 
la the day 
Weddkaj in your future? Browse through our 
wedding dteokty [ let us help you design flowers 
that add your personal touch. Free cake Iowa, 
our gift to you wBh each asjaataa order The 
Rower Basket Downtown Mini Mai Entrance 
ol beauty shop 
TypsM $500 weekly at home Into Sand self 
addressed stamped envelope to L. Motyatt. 
5740 State Rl 778. Green Springs. OH 
44838 
FOR SALE 
ATTN: ALL TOUR GUIDES  PM* 
our 2nd semeeter mandatory maetlngal You 
must attend one Please bring your echedutoe. 
as we wJ be atoning up tor tours Wad.. Jan. 
15-6 30 7 30 McFel Assembly Thurs . Jan 
18-6:30-7:30 McFel Assembly Remember, 
the 1601 ■ the KEY PHOTO, please dress ap- 
propraSefy 
Woodsy Owl for 
Clean Air 
Give a hoot. 
Don't pollute. 
Forest Service, 
US.D.A. « 
$2 OFF ■ $\ OFF 
finy large 16" plno 
with TWO or mon items 
MZTO' OPEN 4 
352-5166 
pm 
Free Delivery 
ONE COUPON PEP. PIJ1P. 
VOTED BEST PIZZA IN BG 
finy Medium 13" plzio 
with TWO oi »or» Items 
AjA.. ftee Dell-rely 
n|ZBM>»»»»Oi     ONE COUPON PBO Pizza 
^*"" OPEN 4 pm 
352-5166 VOTED ersT PIZZA IN ec 
50t OFF 
Any small 10   pli'a 
or larger sub 
Fr»» Dollvatru 
nUBSC*8*'0* ONE COUPON PER OBDIB 
l-TZXO  0PEN4Pm 
352-5166 VOTED BEST PIZZH IN BC 
EcjCJQDQNQE 
KAMIKAZES $1.50 
MONTHLY SPECIAL 
POTATO SKINS $3.95 
HON. MAIN 352-1092 
Whst s your rush? 
PI Beta Phi 
January 22-25 
la It True You Can Buy Jaapa tor S44 through 
the US government? Oat the tacts today' Cal 
1-312-742-1142 Elt. 1794 
What s your rush? 
PI Beta Phi 
January 22-26 
FOR RENT 
OOPtPHI 
2 bdrm downstairs apt S325-mo plus uS) 
Also 1 room «i hbuee-SISO.-mo uW lum 
354 8627 
ARE YOU LOOKING TO BROADEN YOUR 
COU.E0E EXPERIENCE-BUSH SIOMA PHI 
EPSIONI 
CHEAP RENT across the street Irom campua. 
Need 1 mele roommate Can Tom at 
1-247-3927 
DIVERSITY:    THE    UNCOMMON 
oatpasBiATOBiauiii SKUAA PHI EPSIIONI Farm house tor rant dose to 80 on Mnchel Rd Was previously rented to faculty Ph. 
354-1526 or 1-919-852-4146 
WANTED 
MALE RJBTTE- NEFDEO SPRING '84 NO 
DEPOSIT NEEDED. JANUARY | MAY RENT 
PAJO. CAU COUECT 216-45 9-9704, TONY. 
Houses and Apartments dose to campua lor 
summer 1986 and 88-87 school yew Cal 
1-267-3341 
Houaaa and Apartments lor 86-87 school yew. 
SmatvBoggs Rents*) 352-9457 
S6cca Sty rfuditioH4,_ 
Show Biz, Inc. an Independent International 
production company, is holding their annual 
auditions for live entertainmant in theme 
parks in the U.S. and Canada. Auditions for 
Singers, Dancers, Musicians, Magicians and 
Magician Assistants, Barbershop Quartets, anc 
Costume Characters for seasonal positions 
will be held in this area on: 
Wednesday, January 15,1986 
Bowling Green State University 
University Union • Faculty Lounge* 
10:00am - 5:00pm 
No appointment necessary 
•Note: Room changed from Town Room to 
Faculty Lounge. 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
Wiled by Trad* Mkhtl Jaffa 
ACROSS 
1 Pitchers faux 
PBS 
5 Jeckol 
rhyms 
10 St Petersburg 
resident 
14 Root.  
15 Pull with 
attott 
16 Novel ending 
17 Relative 
19 Hautboy, 
lor one 
20 Treats 
cruelly 
21 Sounded 
hoarse 
23 Brown ol 
renown 
24 First name 
in Cuba 
» Feat 
connect Ions 
29 A lamed Ruth 
30 Etoc unit 
33 Eels care 
lully 
34 Chops down 
35 John or Jans 
36 Billfold items 
37 Copenhagen 
to Wellington 
38 Uses an 
abacus 
39 Get up and go 
40 Menu 
41 Wlntery 
lorecasl 
42 Pretla with 
corn or pod 
43 Roguish 
44 Spins 
45 0*11 
47 Blue Toronto 
player 
48 used-car 
transaction 
50 Freight train 
quantities 
55 Play divisions 
56 Gradually 
56 Larch or laurel 
59 01c 
movement 
80 ■Damn 
Yankees 
■Iran 
81 Has a late- 
night meal 
82 Play division 
63 Overtook 
DOWN 
1 Outdo 
2 Vole* range 
3 Malevolent took 
4 Hung on to 
5 Props up 
6 Rosa and 
Rozelle 
7 Soundirrom 
Ihe stadium 
6 DCS 
Pennsylvania 
9 Oraadlul 
10 Concise 
11 Librarian's 
aide 
12 Sumo  
13 Entertainer 
Foxx 
18 Sappers 
22 Hot weather 
coolers 
24 Bogus 
25 Take aa ones 
own 
26 Forty  
27 Follow the 
crowd 
28 Mil. of fleers 
29 Anchorage 
31 Prototype 
32 Teasers 
34 PartotUSAF 
37 Fall gleanings 
38 A MacOraw 
40 Sandburg 
orSagan 
41 in a demure 
manner 
44 Sing 
46 Lets out 
47 Mikado's land 
48 Dam HI 
49 Neutral color 
50 Yield 
51 Kon-Tlkl 
Museum site 
52 Energy source 
53 Rye purveyor 
54 Squabble 
57 ooaession 
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